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PREFACE
This work was conducted in the Nuclear Theory Center at Indiana University - Bloomington, and
as part of the Joint Physics Analysis Center (JPAC). Portions of this work are largely adapted from
Refs. [1–3] and [4]. Specifically, chapter 3 is adapted from Refs. [2] and [3], while and chapters 4 and
5 are taken from [4]. Chapter 5 also contains some currently unpublished work. A small portion
of Chapter 3 is adapted from [5], which concerns extensions of the work presented in Ref. [2].
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STUDIES IN MULTIPARTICLE SCATTERING THEORY
Recent advances in theory and experiment have renewed efforts in the phenomenological under-
standing of scattering for hadronic systems. Calculations in lattice QCD have shown that res-
onances can be extracted from the finite volume spectrum. These observables require analytic
models to continue the amplitude to the complex energy plane to determine the infinite volume
hadron spectrum. The forefront of this research is determining scattering observables for three
particles from the finite volume spectra. We present an analytic representation for the elastic
three-body scattering amplitude, which can be effectively used in lattice QCD calculations of am-
plitudes. Aspects of its analytic properties are discussed, specifically the one-particle exchange
effects and triangle singularities, which are possible explanations for the many observed exotic
hadrons.
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More than 99% of the visible mass in the universe is due to nuclei and their interactions. Unlike
electromagnetic phenomena, which has long-range effects, nuclear systems are associated with
short-distance physics on the scale of ∼ 10−15 m. Nuclear processes are broken down into two
categories, weak and strong nuclear phenomena. Weak interactions, which describes for instance
the neutron β-decay n → p + e− + ν¯e, are characterized by small cross sections (∼ 10−35 m2),
and lifetimes of the order of & 10−10 s. Conversely, strong interactions have much larger cross
sections (∼ 10−29 m2) and shorter lifetimes (∼ 10−24 s). They are responsible for the binding of
nucleons inside nuclei, and for the generation of the long list of short-lived states that populate
the PDG [6]. At a more fundamental level, strong interactions generate 99% of the mass of the
nucleons, with the rest being due to the interaction with the electromagnetic and the Higgs fields.
States subjected to strong interactions are called hadrons.
1.1 STRONG INTERACTIONS AND QCD
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is universally acknowledged as the theory describing strong
interactions, and reduces any hadron phenomena to the interactions of quarks mediated by massless
gluons [7]. These fundamental degrees of freedom are never observed freely (confinement), but can
only appear in neutral composite structures, which are identified with the hadrons. The nuclear
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Figure 1.1: The quark mass spectrum (a) and the running of the QCD coupling (b). The quark
masses and given are computed in the MS scheme, as in the running coupling. The coupling is
such that αs(M
2
z ) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011. The coupling is computed in perturbation theory. Figure
adapted from Ref. [6].
the emergent states of quark and gluon interactions, and come in two known classes: mesons and
baryons. Mesons are composed of valence quark-antiquark pairs surrounded by a sea of quarks
and gluons, and baryons are made up of three valence quarks in the quark-gluon sea. QCD is
a relativistic quantum gauge field theory, which is invariant under the non-abelian gauge group












µν ] . (1.1)
The field ψf is the quark field for a flavor f , and G
µν is the gluon field strength. Hiding inside
this deceptively simple theory is all the physics of nuclear phenomena. Figure 1.1 shows the quark
mass spectrum and the running QCD coupling. Indeed in the infrared region, the coupling grows,
and perturbative analyses become unreliable.
Recently, tremendous progress has been made in computing hadron properties directly from



























Figure 1.2: The light hadron spectrum computed from lattice QCD. Figure adapted from Ref. [8]
directly from QCD in a discretized, Euclidean spacetime in a finite volume. It is systematically
improvable, since one can decrease the discretization size and increase the volume, approaching
the continuum limit. Figure 1.2 shows the ground state spectrum computed in lattice QCD from
Ref. [8]. There exists a non-perturbative methodology that connects the finite volume spectra to
infinite volume scattering observables. The essential idea is to compute finite volume corrections
to QFT correlation functions, and relate these corrections to scattering quantities. For example,
consider the four-point finite volume correlation function in momentum space, CL(E,P;L), for
the creation and annihilation of two hadron interpolating operator at separated spacetime events
in some cube of size L. The finite volume correlation function is related to the infinite volume
correlation function
CL(E,P;L) = C∞(E,P) + V (E,P;L) +O(e−mL), (1.2)
where V is a function containing power law, i.e. O(Ln), corrections, andO(e−mL) are exponentially
suppressed corrections, which for suitable mL > 1 can be ignored. We make the observations that
3
CL must contain only poles in E, whereas C∞ must contain only cuts (ignoring bound states).
Thus, the finite volume correction must have poles at the finite volume energies. This leads to the
colloquially called Lu¨scher quantization condition [9].
The Lu¨scher quantization condition related the 2→ 2 scattering amplitude to the eigenenergies






where F is a matrix in angular momentum space, which characterizes the finite volume effects of
two particle propagation, M the partial wave scattering amplitude, which is a diagonal matrix in
angular momentum. The determinant is over all angular momenta. Since the functions F (En,P;L)
are known geometric functions, the condition allows one to compute the scattering amplitude given
a two-particle eigenenergy, in a total momentum P, and in a cube of size L. The Lu¨scher quantiza-
tion condition can be interpreted as a statement of unitarity, as ImF (En,P;L) = − ImM(En,P).
Thus, the amplitude must have the correct structure required by S-matrix principles, which are
discussed in Chapter 2.
1.2 THE QUARK MODEL
The constituent quark model characterizes the hadrons as bound states of constituent quarks q:
qq¯ for mesons and qqq for baryons. Although similarly named, constituent quarks are not the
fundamental quarks of QCD, but are the effective degrees of freedom used to classify the valence
structure of the hadrons. Constituent quarks do, however, have most of the same symmetries as
the fundamental quarks and come in the same six flavors. The quark model was proposed by
Gell-Mann [10] and Zweig [11] in 60s to understanding the hundreds of new particles discovered
during he 50s-60s. The hadrons can be classified into SU(Nf )F multiplets, where F indicates flavor
and Nf indicates the number of flavors.
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Figure 1.3: Pictoral representation of mesons and baryons in the constituent quark model. The
red, green, and blue colors represent the color charge of the hadron, and the white circle with the
red outline indicates anti-red to make the meson colorless.
rest frame, the system can couple to a total intrinsic spin s = 12 ⊗ 12 = 0 or 1, and can have an
orbital angular momentum ` = 0, 1, 2, . . . which couples to a total angular momentum J = ` + s.
We consider an effective interaction potential between the quark-antiquark, and assume spherical
symmetry with a radial confinement, e.g. the Cornell potential V (r) = C/r+ σr. This produces a
series of states with increasing mass which can be labeled by a radial quantum number n. Therefore,
we can write the nth-radial excited meson state as













?) |qσ(p?)q¯σ¯(−p?)〉 , (1.4)
where p? is the relative momentum of the quark q is the rest frame of the qq¯ pair, with magnitude
p? = |p?|, σ (σ¯) = ± 12 is the intrinsic spin projections of the quark (antiquark), ms, m`, and mJ are
the intrinsic spin, orbital, and total angular momentum projections, respectively, ϕn,`(p
?) is the
radial momentum-space wave function, and Y`m`(pˆ
?) are the spherical harmonics characterizing
the angular dependence. A meson state in-flight with a total momentum P can subsequently be
found by boosting Eq. (1.4) with a standard Lorentz boost.
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The strong interaction preserves parity and charge conjugation symmetry, therefore we can
describe our meson state by these two quantum numbers. Acting the P and C operators on the
state Eq. (1.4) gives the eigenvalues
P = (−1)`+1 , C = (−1)`+s. (1.5)
Recalling that antifermions have opposite intrinsic parity of fermions, the total intrinsic parity is
always −1. Then, from interchanging p? → −p? on the state, we find and additional factor (−1)`
from the angular dependence, Y`m`(pˆ
?) → Y`m`(−pˆ?) = (−1)`Y`m`(pˆ?). Charge conjugation
interchanges q ↔ q¯, which gives factors −1 from fermion interchange, (−1)` from the angular
component, and (−1)s+1 from the spin wavefunction, 〈 12 σ¯; 12σ|sms〉 = (−1)s+1 〈 12σ; 12 σ¯|sms〉.
Table 1.1 shows the possible JPC and 2s+1`J quantum numbers for qq¯-mesons in the constituent
quark model. Notably absent are the quantum numbers JPC = 0−−, 0+−, 1−+, 2+−, . . ., which
are known as spin-exotic. These spin-exotic mesons are thus forbidden in the constituent quark
model, however QCD does not forbid such states as, for example, gluons can play an active role
in the binding of fundamental quarks. Spin-exotic hadrons can, however, in principle exists within
QCD. Other exotics exists, such as tetraquark or pentaquark states [12]. This ‘new’ exotic hadron
spectroscopy began with the discovery of the χc1(3872), also known as the X(3872), by the Belle
collaboration in 2003 [13]. First observed in B± → K±pi+pi−J/ψ as a narrow peak in the invariant
mass of the pi+pi−J/ψ, this state has properties different from conventional quarkonium states,
and is a candidate for an exotic hadron. The X(3872) was determined to have quantum numbers
IG(JPC) = 0+(1++) [14]. Following the discovery of the X(3872), many other exotic candidates
were observed in the heavy quarkonium sector, which are collectively called XY Z states. Specific
examples include the Zc(3900), discovered by Belle and BESII in 2013.
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Figure 1.4: The quark model pseudoscalar (JPC = 0−+) nonet. The horizontal axis shows the
strong isospin projection I3. Shown are the charge Q and strangeness S quantum numbers. The
quark content of the mesons is pi+ = ud¯, pi0 = (uu¯−dd¯)/√2, pi− = du¯, K+ = us¯, K0 = ds¯, K¯0 = su¯,
K− = sd¯. The isoscalar η and η′ mesons are mixtures of the SU(3)F states η1 = (uu¯+dd¯+ss¯)/
√
3
and η8 = (uu¯+dd¯−2ss¯)/
√
6, with the mixing η = η8 cos θP−η1 sin θP and η′ = η8 sin θP +η1 cos θP ,
with a pseudoscalar mixing angle of approximately θP ≈ −11.5◦.
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Table 1.1: Allowed mesonic quantum numbers in the quark model. The total intrinsic spin of the
qq¯ system is s = 0 or 1, and the total angular momentum is restricted by |` − s| ≤ J ≤ |` + s|,
were ` is the orbital angular momentum. Shown is up through ` = 3 (F -wave). The parity of the
meson is P = (−1)`+1, and the C-parity is C = (−1)`+s. Shown are the JPC quantum numbers,
and the spectroscopic notation 2s+1`J .
s ` J P C JPC 2s+1`J
0 0 0 − + 0−+ 1S0
0 1 1 + − 1+− 1P1
0 2 2 − + 2−+ 1D2
0 3 3 + − 3+− 1F3
1 0 1 − − 1−− 3S1
1 1 0, 1, 2 + + 0++, 1++, 2++ 3P0,
3P1,
3P2
1 2 1, 2, 3 − − 1−−, 2−−, 3−− 3D1, 3D2, 3D3
1 3 2, 3, 4 + + 2++, 3++, 4++ 3F2,
3F3,
3F4
1.3 THREE PARTICLE SCATTERING
Modern high-energy experiments are accumulating high quality data on three-hadron final states,
that are expected to be the main decay channels of several poorly known or missing resonances.
These include, for example, the enigmatic a1, ω2, and the exotic pi1 resonances that can be studied in
peripheral production at COMPASS, GlueX, and CLAS12 [?, 15–20]. In addition to conventional
hadrons, many of the exotic XY Z and pentaquark states observed in the heavy quarkonium
sector [12,21,22], are also found in three particle final states.
Many of these newly observed or anticipated states lie close to thresholds of their decay prod-
ucts. For example, the mass difference between the X(3872) [13] and the D0D¯0pi0 threshold is
only 6 MeV. The proximity of the three particle threshold together with the possibility of long-
range interactions mediated by a single pion exchange can significantly influence the X(3872)
line-shape [23] and one needs to carefully analyze the role of pion exchange and whether it is able
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to bind D∗0 and D¯0 [24–28]. In the light meson sector, the recently observed a1(1420) [16] is yet
another candidate for a state not expected in the quark model that can be influenced by meson
exchange interactions and thresholds [29,30].
On the theory side, lattice QCD has made substantial progress in extracting the resonance
spectrum from simulations of 2 → 2 reactions [31–39], and recently, the formalism for 3 → 3
scattering has been developed [40–50]. Analysis and interpretation of both experimental data
and lattice simulations require input in the form of reaction amplitudes that can be analytically
continued into the complex energy plane. For example, in partial waves, resonances appear as pole
singularities, while particle exchanges lead to logarithmic branch points. Fortunately, reaction
amplitudes are constrained by unitarity, which can be used to determine the discontinuities of
partial waves in the near threshold region.
The remainder of this thesis is devoted to phenomenological studies of two and three hadron
reactions. We use general principals of scattering theory to restrict the form of reaction amplitudes
to be used in data analysis. In Chapter 2, we review key results of scattering theory, setting
the stage for analyses presented in subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 applies these results to the
hadroproduction of η(′)pi resonances, specifically the tensor and exotic sector. We then discuss the
phenomenology of elastic 3 → 3 scattering in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 present a representation
for the 3→ 3 amplitude which satisfies unitarity, and in Chapter 6 we compare to other formalisms
in the literature. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 7, where we discuss potential future studies to
understand three particle systems.
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Chapter 2
ELEMENTS OF SCATTERING THEORY
Scattering theory is a framework for studying particle reaction without the need of specifying the
underlying interaction between particles. The framework is based on restricting the form of scat-
tering amplitudes by imposing fundamental principles on the system. This includes probability
conservation, causality, and Poincare´ invariance. These principles can be used to construct am-
plitude models which can be used to fit to experimental or lattice QCD data, and in turn can
be analytically continued to extract physics of the reaction. In this chapter, we state some useful
results which will be useful in subsequent chapters.
2.1 UNITARITY AND THE S-MATRIX
The probability for an initial quantum state transitioning to a final state is
Prob i→f =
∣∣ 〈f |S | i 〉 ∣∣2, (2.1)
where | i 〉 denotes the normalized initial state, |f〉 is the final state, and S is the scattering matrix
operator, or, the S-Matrix. For some theories, e.g. QED, one computes S-matrix elements via a
perturbative expansion in the coupling strength, e.g. α for QED. The perturbation series can be
represented by Feynman diagrams, which are a set of diagrammatical rules for efficient computa-
tion of S-matrix elements given the theory. In strongly interacting systems, it is observed that
the asymptotic states of the theory, quarks, are not the observed asymptotic states, hadrons. The
connection between the input and observed states is not fully understood, and ultimately arises
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from the confinement nature of QCD. In the low-energy region, the coupling is known to be rela-
tively large, and perturbative methods breakdown. However, we can work directly with scattering
amplitude of hadronic reactions and use general principles of physics to constrain the scattering
amplitude.
The primary constraint is unitarity, which is a statement that the total probability for an initial






∣∣ 〈f |S | i 〉 ∣∣2 = 1. (2.2)
This statement has important consequences on scattering amplitudes. We first observe that the
S-matrix must be a unitary operator,
S†S = SS† = 1. (2.3)
From the connectedness structure Eq. (2.4), We define the T -matrix operator as the piece of the
S-matrix which contains interactions, and the identity represents where the particles pass through
without interacting,
S = 1+ iT. (2.4)
The T -matrix operator therefore satisfies the relation
T − T † = iT †T = iTT †, (2.5)
which is the general unitarity relation for the T -matrix operator. We define scattering amplitudes
as matrix elements of the T -matrix, thus the unitarity relation an amplitude for an n→ n′ system
is





〈{p′}n′ |T † |{k}m〉 〈{k}m|T |{p}n〉 . (2.6)
The states describe a general multiparticle state. A single on-shell scalar particle of mass m and
four-momentum p = (ω(p),p), where ω(p) =
√
m2 + |p|2 is the energy of the particle. The
particle can be represented by the state |p〉, which we choose the relativistic normalization




Left hand cuts Unitarity cuts
4m2
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Figure 2.1: Analytic structure of a 2 → 2 amplitude in the complex s-plane at fixed t. From the
kinematic relation s+ t+u = 4m2, the u-channel thresholds (2m)2, (3m)2, . . . manifest themselves
as s-channel left hand cuts.
Multiparticle states can be constructed via the tensor product, e.g. a two particle state |p1p2〉 =
|p1〉⊗|p2〉 for distinguishable particles and |p1p2〉 = (|p1〉⊗|p2〉+ |p2〉⊗|p1〉)/
√
2. Unitarity fixes
the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude, and shows that for each new intermediate state,
a branch cut occurs starting at the threshold for the state. For a two-particle scattering system,
this is shown pictorially in Fig 2.1.
2.2 ELASTIC 2→ 2 SCATTERING
As an application of scattering theory, let us consider the elastic scattering of two hadrons. For
simplicity, we assume that both hadrons are pseudoscalar particles with equal mass m, e.g. elastic
pipi scattering. We also assume that we are interested in an energy window 2m ≤ E? < E?inel, where
E?inel is the first inelastic threshold. The elastic 2→ 2 scattering amplitude is defined as
〈q′?|T |q?〉 = (2pi)4δ(4)(P ′ − P )M(q′?,q?), (2.8)
where we defined the amplitude in terms of its CMF variables. Here, q? and q′? are the initial and
final CMF relative momenta, with magnitude
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Figure 2.2: Diagrammatic representation of the elastic 2 → 2 unitarity condition, Eq. (2.10).
The grey blob represents the 2 → 2 amplitude M while the dotted vertical line represents the
cut putting the intermediate particles on-shell. Amplitudes to the left of the cut are complex
conjugated.
The scattering angle between the initial and final state, Θ?, is defined via cos Θ? = qˆ′? · qˆ?. The





M∗(q′?,k?)M(k?,q?) Θ(√s− 2m) (2.10)














Equation (2.10) can be represented diagrammatically, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
We can simplify the unitarity relation by introducing a basis that diagonalizes the equation.
The two particle state is a reducible representation of the orthochronus Poincare´ group. We can
write the two particle state in an irreducible representation by projecting the orientation of the









?) |q?, `m`〉 , (2.12)
where ` is the total angular momentum of the system, m` is the projection along some predefined
axis, and Y`m`(qˆ
?) = 〈qˆ?|`m`〉 is a spherical harmonic which characterizes the rotational depen-
dence of the state. The factor
√
4pi is for convenience. Effectively, |q?, `m`〉 represents a state of
invariant mass
√
s and “spin” `. Projecting the initial and final state into definite angular momenta
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whereM` is the partial wave amplitude, which depends only on the invariant mass of the system.
Note that since the total angular momentum is conserved, the partial wave amplitude is diagonal
in `, and independent of m` as is easily seen by the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
M`′m′`;`m`(s) = δ`′`δm′`m`M`(s). (2.14)
The PWE separates the rotational dependence of the amplitude into known functions. Recall that
the amplitude is crossing symmetric, i.e. the same amplitude describes the physics of the s-, t-, and
u-channel processes. The partial wave amplitudeM`(s), however, depends only on s and thus only
describes s-channel singularities. The t-channel dependence is encoded in the angular dependence,
which is described by the spherical harmonics which are regular functions. To recover singularities
in the crossed channel, e.g. the t-channel, one must sum the infinite series. An illustration of
recovering singularities from an infinite sum is the geometric series
∑∞
j=0 z
j = (1− z)−1, where a
pole singularity exist at z = 1.
Using the orthonormality properties of the spherical harmonics, the PWE diagonalizes the
elastic unitarity relation
ImM`(s) = ρ(s)
∣∣M`(s)∣∣2 Θ(√s− 2m), (2.15)
which is an algebraic equation known as the elastic partial wave unitarity relation. The unitarity
relation provides a powerful tool in restricting the forms of scattering amplitudes. We would expect
to provide one complex number (two real numbers) for each value of s. Equation (2.15) however,
fixes the imaginary part, implying one real number is needed to determine the amplitude for each s.
We introduce the phase shift δ`(s) viaM`(s) = |M`(s)|eiδ`(s), and fix the magnitude via Eq. (2.15)
to attain the phase shift formula
M`(s) = 1
ρ(s)
eiδ`(s) sin δ`(s). (2.16)
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To specify any particular scattering process, one needs to determine the scattering phase shift. An
alternative representation of the on-shell partial wave amplitude is the K-matrix,
M`(s) = K`(s) 1
1− iρ(s)K`(s) , (2.17)
where K` is a real function in the elastic kinematic region. The K-matrix representation shows
some main features of the partial wave amplitude. First, the kinematics for on-shell pair production
is encoded in the two-body phase space factor. Second, the form shows that an infinite sum of
rescatterings has been taken, which is known as unitarization. Finally, the K-matrix representation
is independent of any specific process or theory. The K-matrix itself contains all the dynamical
information for a specific process, e.g. from ChiPT, QCD, etc.. In order to ensure no poles exist
on the first Riemann sheet, one can introduce the K-matrix parameterization










where the c` coefficients are real parameters, all positive definite. The terms in the j-sum are
called CDD poles [51], and the first two terms combined is called a CDD pole at infinity. Other
parameterizations exist which are commonly found in the literature. The K-matrix representation
is useful for analytical continuation, as will be discussed in Sec. 2.4.
2.3 INCLUDING ANALYTICITY
So far, we have only considered unitarity is constructing a representation for the scattering ampli-
tude. We can improve the description by writing a dispersive representation for the amplitude. It
is useful to rewrite the unitarity relation in terms of the inverse amplitude
ImM−1` (s) = −ρ(s) Θ(
√
s− 2m). (2.19)
We can use Cauchy’s theorem [?] to then write a dispersive representation for the inverse amplitude,







s′(s′ − s− i) . (2.20)
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where we have explicitly included the prescription s + i to avoid the branch cut. The function
C` is a real function which contains the short range dynamics of the system. Note that since
ρ(s) → constant as s → ∞, the dispersion relation requires at least one subtraction in order to
ensure a UV finite quantity. This is equivalent to choosing a renormalization scheme in perturbative
QFT’s. Any subtraction constant introduced can be absorbed into the real quantity that defines
the specific interaction. The K-matrix and C are related via








s′(s′ − s) . (2.21)
We see the difference is a real function, which in undetermined by unitarity but explicitly given
from considering its analyticity properties. As indicated, unitarity only determines the imaginary
part of the amplitude, but K` allows the flexibility to introduce expected behavior of the amplitude.
Alternatively, knowing that the first sheet amplitudes have both right and left hand cuts, we














s′ − s , (2.22)
where subtractions can be included as needed. This nonlinear integral equation is difficult to solve,
however, we may use the N/D techniques of Ref. [52] to linearize the equations. We write the
amplitude as the ratio
M`(s) = N`(s)/D`(s), (2.23)
where N` contains all the left hand cuts, and D` contains all the right hand cuts. Then, given a











s′ − s− i , (2.24)
where D
(0)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: Analytic structure of partial wave amplitudes in the Complex s-plane. The first
Riemann sheet (a) contains the unitarity cut beginning at the threshold 4m2, possible bound
state poles, and left hand cuts stemming from exchange processes. The second Riemann sheet
(b) contains the unitarity and left hand cuts, as well as potential virtual state and resonance
poles. Note that resonance poles come in pairs, however only the one nearest the physical region
is contributes dominantly to the real axis lineshape.
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2.4 RESONANCES
The partial wave amplitude is an analytic function in the complex s-plane except for bound state
poles on the real axis, the unitarity cut starting at the branch point s = 4m2, and “left-hand
cuts” arising from partial wave projections of crossed-channel diagrams 1. Since resonance poles
must have a finite imaginary part, their poles are expected to lie somewhere in the upper or lower
complex s-plane. However, as we have seen from the principle of causality, the scattering amplitude
cannot have complex poles in the s-plane. Thus, resonance poles must lie on the unphysical sheet,
close to the physical region. The second sheet amplitude is continuously connected to the first
sheet amplitude through the unitarity cut,
M`(s+ i) =MII` (s− i), (2.25)
for s > 4m2. Using this property, and the unitarity relation can be reexpressed in terms of the
difference of the first and second sheet amplitudes,
MII` (s− i) =M`(s− i) + ∆sM`(s), (2.26)
since unitarity relates the discontinuity across the branch cut, 2i ImM`(s) =M(s+i)−M(s−i).
This yields the continuation of the first sheet amplitude as
MII` (s) =M`(s)
1
1 + 2i ρ(s)M`(s) . (2.27)
Since M` has no poles, the only case where a pole can develop is when
1 + 2i ρ(sR)M`(sR) = 0, (2.28)
where sR is the location of the resonance pole. It is convention to define the resonance mass mR
and width ΓR as
√
sR = mR − i
2
ΓR (2.29)
1These cuts in general could be complicated, such as the circular cut arising from projecting the one-particle
exchange diagram.
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The residue at the pole characterizes the coupling strength, g` ,R, of the resonance to the channel,





ds′MII` (s′) ≡ g2` ,R, (2.30)
where γ is a contour in the s′-plane which encloses only the resonance pole sR. A resonance then
has the following properties: A mass mR = Re
√
sR, decay width ΓR = −2 Im√sR, a spin `, a
coupling g` ,R, and parity P = (−1)`. Figure 2.3 shows a cartoon of the various singularities on
the first and second Riemann sheet.
We have seen that we can constrain the form of the scattering amplitude into a analytic function
in the complex s-plane, which depends on a real function which contains the dynamics of the system.
In practical hadronic processes, we do not know K, however we can parameterize the function with
some simple, flexible form and fit the function to experimental data. Then, the function may be




Having discussed key results of scattering theory, we now apply these results to determine properties
of hadrons from experimental data. Our focus is on η(′)pi resonant hadroproduction, specifically
we use the COMPASS dataset to benchmark these methods. In 2014, COMPASS published high-
statistics partial wave analyses of the pi−p → η(′)pi−p reaction, at pbeam = 191 GeV [15]. The
odd angular-momentum waves have exotic quantum numbers and exhibit structures that may be
compatible with a hybrid meson [53]. The even waves show strong signals of non-exotic resonances.
In particular, the D-wave of ηpi, with IG(JPC) = 1−(2++), is dominated by the peak of the
a2(1320) and its Breit-Wigner parameters were extracted and presented in Ref. [15]. The D-wave
also exhibits a hint of the first radial excitation, the a′2(1700) [6].
Using the 2014 COMPASS measurement as input, the model is fitted to the results of the
mass-independent analysis that was performed in 40 MeV wide bins of the ηpi mass. The a2 and a
′
2
resonance parameters are extracted in the single-channel approximation and the coupled-channel
effects are estimated by including the ρpi final state. We determine the statistical uncertainties
by means of the bootstrap method [?, 54–57], and assess the systematic uncertainties in the pole
positions by varying model-dependent parameters in the reaction amplitude. We then briefly
discuss a natural extension of the model to include η′pi in a coupled channel analysis. The exotic
P -wave channel was investigated, and a determination of a light hybrid meson candidate was
determined [5].
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3.1 ηpi RESONANCE PRODUCTION
We define the ηpi production amplitude as
〈η(p1)pi−(p2)N(pd, µ′)|T |pi−(pa)N(pb, µ)〉
= (2pi)4δ(4)(P ′ − P )Aµ′µ(s, t,mηpi, tηpi, spiN ), (3.1)
where P = pa + pb and P
′ = p1 + p2 + pd are the initial and final total four-momenta, and
the production amplitude Aµ′µ(s, t,mηpi, tηpi, spiN ) depends on the helicities of the initial and final
nucleons, and five kinematic variables, which we take to be the total invariant CMF energy squared
s = (pa + pb)
2, the total invariant momentum transfer squared t = (pb − pd)2, the invariant mass
of the ηpi system mηpi =
√
(p1 + p2)2, the invariant momentum transfer between the initial pi and
final η, tηpi = (pa−p1)2, and the invariant mass between the final state pi and N , spiN = (p2 +pd)2.
We will see below that we can trade two of these invariants for the orientation of the η-meson,
which will be useful for partial wave analysis.
We choose to work in the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) frame [58], which is the rest frame of the final
state ηpi system. The nucleon helicities are defined in this frame. In this chapter, we will denote





We define the GJ z-axis along the direction of the initial pi-beam, z ||p?a, and define GJ xy-plane
as the plane in which the pi-beam, target nucleon, and recoil nucleon all lie, y ||p?b ×p?d. In the GJ
frame, the produced pi recoils against the η such that p?1 = −p?2 ≡ q?, where the magnitude of the
relative momentum q? is







where λ(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 − 2(ab+ bc+ ca) is the Ka¨lle´n kinematic function [59], and has an
orientation qˆ? = (θ?, ϕ?), where θ? is the polar angle with respect to the z-axis, and ϕ? is the
azimuthal angle.
The reaction occurs at a fixed beam energy of Plab = 190 GeV/c, which implies that the total
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invariant CMF energy is






lab ≈ 380 GeV2. (3.3)
At such energies, the ηpi system is produced diffractively, i.e., the system is dominated by Pomeron
(P) exchange [60], and no quantum numbers are exchanged with the target. The produced ηpi
system are produced nearly collinearly with the beam, and is in the resonance region, i.e. (mη +
mpi) ≤ mηpi . 2 GeV. Therefore, we assume this system is in the singe Regge limit, which is where































where the asymptotic forms in Eqs. (3.4b) and (3.4c) reflect the single Regge limit. The invariant



















































1− cos2 θ? cosϕ?. (3.6)
High-energy diffractive production allows us to assume factorization the amplitude into a a
nuclear vertex and a piP → ηpi amplitude, which resembles an ordinary helicity amplitude [61].
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It is a function of mηpi and tηpi, as well as the total energy and the momentum transfer between
the nucleon target and recoil. In the GJ frame, the Pomeron helicity in piP → ηpi equals the ηpi
total angular momentum projection M , and the helicity amplitudes aM (s, t, t1) can be expanded
in partial waves aJM (s, t) with total angular momentum J = L. The allowed quantum numbers of
the ηpi partial waves are JP = 1−, 2+, 3−, . . .. The Pomeron exchange has natural parity. Parity
relates the amplitudes with opposite spin projections, e.g. AJM = −AJ −M [62]. That is, the
M = 0 amplitude is forbidden and the two M = ±1 amplitudes are given, up to a sign, by a single
scalar function.
The assumption about the Pomeron dominance can be quantified by the magnitude of unnatural
partial waves. In the analysis of ref. [15], the magnitude of the L = M = 0 wave was estimated
to be < 1%, and it also absorbs other possible reducible backgrounds. The patterns of azimuthal
dependence in the central production of mesons [63–67] indicate that at low momentum transfer,
t ∼ 0, the Pomeron behaves as a vector [68, 69], which is in agreement with the strong dominance
of the |M | = 1 component in the COMPASS data. 1 We are unable to further address the nature
of the exchange from the data of ref. [15] since they are integrated over the momentum transfer
t 2. However, from this single energy analysis we cannot be sure the exchange is purely Pomeron.
Analyses such as Ref. [72] suggest there could be an f exchange, but for our analysis the natural
parity exchanges will be similar, so we consider an effective Pomeron which may be a mixture of
pure Pomeron and f . We note here that COMPASS has published data in the 3pi channel, which
are binned both in 3pi invariant mass and momentum transfer t [17].
The COMPASS mass-independent analysis [15] is restricted to partial waves with L = 1 to 6
and |M | = 1 (except for the L = 2 where also the |M | = 2 wave is taken into account). The lowest
mass exchanges in the crossed channels of piP → ηpi correspond to the a (in the tηpi channel) and
1At low t, the Pomeron trajectory passes through J = 1, while at larger, positive t, the trajectory is expected to
pass though J = 2 where it would relate to the tensor glueball [70,71].
2For example, Ref. [72] suggested a dominance of f2 exchanges for a2(1320) production. To probe this, one should
analyze the t and total energy dependences.
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<latexit sha1_base64="iNSOsfsEvW77GrGIgesekjS35 h0=">AAARwXicvZhbb9s2FMfVXVvv0nh73IuwJEBbYIadZOuwp8Z2mri5uXFuTZQVlERbRHQLSTV2BX2R7XX7UPs2O5Tt kSLtoXuZgMT0+f3JQx6SR6TdNCSMN5t/Pfjo408+/ezzh49qX3z51dePV+rfnLMkox4+85IwoZcuYjgkMT7jhIf4MqUY RW6IL9zbjuAX7zBlJIlP+STFNxEaxWRIPMTB9HblsYM5+jV/4qSURPhp8XZltdlolo9tFlqzwqo1e/pv6yu/OX7iZRGOu Rcixq5bzZTf5Ihy4oW4qDkZwynybtEIX0MxRhFmN3nZ88JeB4tvDxMKfzG3S6taI0cRY5PIBWWEeMB0JoyL2HXGhz/f5C ROM45jb+pomIU2T2wRBtsnFHs8nEABeZRAX20vQBR5HIJVW9/udnunveOjQcWhS9Et5kXV5iahXzWJ3vAkCVnVzCA6AQ Ztbf0Dntr6o0GQUO5lnH1Yhdq63eMoJB5EIsb3XhJFKPZzh7SLHP5zu10UGunOSNcg+zOyb5DBjAwMcjojp4UYo92GwAy Rh+2aQ7EqREXuiBi5wxyJRqrUldQ1qSepZ1JfUt+kt5Le6p1PJUt1difZndkqlZTqNceSjXU2kWyis/eSvdfZvmT7Zm/6 kvb1mq8le62zS8kudfZGsjc6u5LsSmdNyZo6a0nW0tmGZBs625RsU2dbkm3pLJYs1lkkWTRbuiHsWTdB1C9XcVWexHhew Y3M3p+4roJPdNyp4I6Ojyr4yJjCCjZm8aqCr6aD6UBOGFGUBpDjqvLt+W7yUJhv6421VWrkjo5KjWF0VWpklx2V7uj0p Upf6nRXpbs63VPpnk57Ku3p9JVKXxnbTqVGVjxQ6YFOD1V6aEy5So0ZP1bpsU77KjU3vEqNxXKiUmOdDlRq5PpTlZ7q9E ylZzo9V+m5Ti9UemGkKZWaiUqlZqpSabk3YHMcwnf7OMUU8QRe/E4XwyGGYmGeWyHFw4Y/EUeZhZRA/uhFyyiH98MpXUy fQZizqBfzIl+v2bY97V2QEA+L75BqErF343zN8QlLQzRhfBJih2XRmuNRJyA+vic+DzROYr4mIShhsGpzDkWEYTcZ543W lhNgMgqgCw6DwEytzwtwyfGYS39FoXmU+D+421jk7SfhjcEpLNX9Vc2ln/+hdW3dIJcV162b3MExyygWc5Q7IRyq+WrL oeJTX2nzCuJoKE6vSZjbqy3beO+4w6lu9vJZpEneTSUJ+BFn/IWiez4VQfwxJ6G/RBVIVYD4Qg2DS8Dde0wTc8RjKkKLK E3ur1cFDBicbPGzvPGjB69Nu1k449KiN8lm0ZgFW4Z83gOxD3dpkqXMhhr2djjCcNLWTrEs4/cJTCWUhvbgrHiy8XRN95 TxgGKsijYXiI5UwZEhQHNP5bQM4cifs2yROyT9VaWmUzT1WpWVrmHoB3AVi23kuhS/I+W1TBu6BwdmDzUWh9cbAhwugX hU5LgxWkY5ZET4twQTGBlp4KWVUShq2yiUChjNzhiSGxG3QW0ULnIR5MI2aiO6uEkXh3BhzNviY5mC9Xqg2Bn0ev+imEu WaMQ1tcg7B9uD1sYSRRKlcJUF0fFhf3swWKwahRmGE/4ufFwuVoQBRPhgr7OUuiV21QAeEuZVdT5McZluaZRDWT/ZiqNt nMRZ5GKqMZ8M1brmdQFuz/k/HL4Y+eAelu1g7Qf9tiTMfcPsC3PXMA+F+aVhdrG4WLl4ROIc32Xlytf941KDobhMESccs zICJPZh1UGLQ/uoNP4ifs1o6b9dmIXzjUZrs9F6vbX6ojf7XeOh9Z31vfXEalnPrRfWntW3zizPyqzfrT+sP+udOqmnd TqVfvRgVudbq/LU878BAous/A==</latexit>
⇡ 
<latexit sha1_base64="bGpblTn9PGBbzey1QPmG1/8KE20=">AAARtXicvZhbb9s2FMfV7tZ6t2R73IuwJEBXoIadZ Ouwp8ZJmri5Ns6tibKCkiiLiCQqJNUkFfQZ9rrtm+3b7FC2R4q0h+5lAhLT5/cnD3lIHpH284Rw0en89eDhRx9/8ulnjx63Pv/iy6++npv/5pTTggX4JKAJZec+4jghGT4RRCT4PGcYpX6Cz/zrdcnP3mHGCc2OxX2Or1I0zEhEAiTAdOLl5Ndnb+c WOu1O/bh2oTsuLDjj5/Dt/NyfXkiDIsWZCBLE+WW3k4urEjFBggRXLa/gOEfBNRriSyhmKMX8qqx7W7lLYAndiDL4y4RbW/UaJUo5v099UKZIxNxk0jiNXRYi+vmqJFleCJwFI0dRkbiCunLobkgYDkRyDwUUMAJ9dYMYMRQICFBraW1jo3/cP9gf NBz6DF1jUTVtPk3Cpkn2RlCa8KaZQ3RiDNrW0gc8raXHg5gyERSCf1iF1pLbFyghAUQiw7cBTVOUhaVHelUJ/4XbqyqDbIzJhkV2xmTHIoMxGVjkeEyOKzlGtweBiVCA3ZbHsC5EVenJGPlRiWQjTeor6ts0UDSwaahoaNNrRa/NzueK5Sa7UezGbp Upysyad4rdmexesXuTvVfsvcl2FNuxe3Oo6KFZ87Vir012rti5yd4o9sZkF4pdmKyjWMdkXcW6JltWbNlkK4qtmGxVsVWTZYplJksVS8dLN4E961PEwnoVN+U0w5MKfmr3/sj3NXxk4vUGXjfxfgPvW1PYwNYsXjTwxWgw65AThgzlMeS4pnxtsps ClJRrZmM9nVq5Y12n1jA2dGpll02dbpr0pU5fmnRLp1sm3dbptkn7Ou2b9JVOX1nbTqdWVtzV6a5J93S6Z025Tq0ZP9DpgUkPdWpveJ1ai+VIp9Y6HejUyvXHOj026YlOT0x6qtNTk57p9MxKUzq1E5VO7VSl03pvwObYg+/uQY4ZEhRe/N4GhkMM w9I8sUKKhw1/JI8yUymB/NFPZ1EB74djNp0+hTAXaT8TVbnUcl131LuYkgDL75BqqNy7WbnohYTnCbrn4j7BHi/SRS9gXkxCfEtCERucZGJRQVDCYPXmPIYIxz69K9vdVS/GZBhDFzwOgRlZn1fgUuA7ofxVleFR4f/gbnmat5+kNw6nsNz01zTXfv 6H1o11g3xeXXavSg9nvGBYzlHpJXCQFgtdj8lPc6VNKsijoTy90qR0F7qu9d7xo5Fu/PKZpqHvRhIKfuS5fqroVoxEEH8sSBLOUMVKFSMxVcNJim/eY0btEd8xGVrEGL29XJAw5nCyxU/L9o8BvDbdTuXd1RazST6OxjjYKuSTHsh9uMVokXMXarh ryRDDSds4xfJC3FKYSihF7uCkerL8w6LpqRAxw1gXrUwR7euCfUuAJp7qaYngyF/yYpo7pPw1pbZTNPLalNWuYei7cP3KXOT7DL8j9VXMGHoAB+YAtaeHN4gARjMgHlYlbg9nUQEZEf7NwARGRtp4ZmWUyNouSpQCRrN5B8mNyNugMQof+QhyYQ/1E JvepI8TuDCWPfkxS8H7fVBsDvr9f1FMJDM08ppaleu7a4Pu8gwFTXO4yoLoYO9wbTCYrhomBYYT/hZ8nE9XJDFEeHd7fSb1a+zrAdwjPGjqQpjiOt2ytISyebKVR9uMZkXqY2awkER6Xfu6ALfn8h8OX6x8cAvLdrD4zLwtSfOhZQ6lecMyR9L80j L7WF6sfDwkWYlvinrlm/5xrcFQnKXIqMC8jgDJQlh10GLk7tfGX6q3cwtd87cLu3C63O6utLuvVxde9Me/azxyvnO+d544Xee588LZdg6dEydwiPOb87vzx/zz+av5cD4aSR8+GNf51mk88/Rv4nCocQ==</latexit>
N
<latexit sha1_base64="Wxm/6ePZK99L/18uheecrmTiJ FU=">AAARsXicvZhbb9s2FMfVXVvvFm+PexHmBOgKzLCTbB321NhOEzeJ48S5NVHQURJtEdHFIanGrqBPsNftZd9s32aH sj1SpD10LxOQmD6/P3nIQ/KItDsOCeONxl+PPvjwo48/+fTxk8pnn3/x5Vdr1a8vWJJSD597SZjQKxcxHJIYn3PCQ3w1 phhFbogv3bu24JdvMWUkic/4dIxvIzSKyZB4iIPppPdmrdaoN4rHNgvNeaFmzZ/+m+ran46feGmEY+6FiLGbZmPMbzNEO fFCnFeclOEx8u7QCN9AMUYRZrdZ0dPc3gCLbw8TCn8xtwurWiNDEWPTyAVlhHjAdCaMy9hNyoc/32YkHqccx97M0TANbZ 7YYti2Tyj2eDiFAvIogb7aXoAo8jgEp7Kx0+l0z7rHvUHJoUvRHeZ52eYmoV82id7wJAlZ2cwgOgEGbWXjPZ7KxpNBkF DupZy9X4XKht3lKCQeRCLGD14SRSj2M4e08gz+c7uV5xrpzEnHIAdzcmCQwZwMDHI2J2e5GKPdgsAMkYftikOxKkR55og YucMMiUbK1JXUNaknqWdSX1LfpHeS3umdH0s21tm9ZPdmq1RSqtecSDbR2VSyqc7eSfZOZweSHZi96Uva12ueSHaisyvJ rnT2WrLXOruW7FpnDckaOmtK1tTZpmSbOtuSbEtn25Jt6yyWLNZZJFk0X7oh7Fk3QdQvVnFZnsR4UcGNzN6fuq6CT3XcL uG2jnsl3DOmsISNWbwu4evZYNqQE0YUjQPIcWX5zmI3eSjMdvTGWio1ckdbpcYwOio1ssuuSnd1+lKlL3W6p9I9ne6rd F+nXZV2dfpKpa+MbadSIyseqvRQp0cqPTKmXKXGjB+r9FinfZWaG16lxmI5VamxTgcqNXL9mUrPdHqu0nOdXqj0QqeXKr 000pRKzUSlUjNVqbTYG7A5juC7fTzGFPEEXvxOB8MhhmJhXlghxcOGPxVHmaWUQP7oRqsoh/fDGV1On0GY06gb8zzbqNi 2PetdkBAPi++QahKxd+Ns3fEJG4doyvg0xA5Lo3XHo05AfPxAfB5onMR8XUJQwmDV5hyKCMNuMsnqzW0nwGQUQBccBoGZ WZ/n4JLjCZf+8lzzKPF/cLe5zNtPwhuDU9hY91c2F37+h9a1dYNclt80bzMHxyylWMxR5oRwiOa1pkPFp77SFhXE0VCc XpMws2tN23jvuMOZbv7yWaZJ3s4kCfgRZ/qlogc+E0H8MSehv0IVSFWA+FINIxG+f4dpYo54QkVoEaXJw01NwIDByRY/y +o/evDatBu5MyksepNsHo15sGXIFz0Q+3CPJumY2VDD3glHGE7a2imWpfwhgamE0tAenOdPN79f1z2lPKAYq6KtJaKeKu gZArTwVEzLEI78GUuXuUPSX1lqOkUzr2VZ4RqGfghXr9hGrkvxW1Jcw7She3Bg9lB9eXi9IcDhCohHeYbro1WUQ0aEfy swgZGROl5ZGYWito1CqYDR7E4guRFxG9RG4SIXQS5soRaiy5t0cQgXxqwlPlYpWLcLit1Bt/svioVkhUZcU/OsfbgzaG6 uUCTRGK6yIDo+6u8MBstVozDFcMLfg4+r5YowgAgf7rdXUrfArhrAI8K8ss6HKS7SLY0yKOsnW3G0jZM4jVxMNeaToVrX vC7A7Tn7h8MXIx88wLIdrP+g35aEuW+YfWHuGOahML80zC4WFysXj0ic4fu0WPm6f1xoMBRXKeKEY1ZEgMQ+rDpocWj3C uMv+Zu1WlP/7cIsXGzWm1v15sl27UV3/rvGY+tb6zvrqdW0nlsvrH2rb51bnoWt36zfrT+qW9XX1V+r7kz6waN5nW+s0 lO9+xsI/6bX</latexit>
N
<latexit sha1_base64="Wxm/6ePZK99L/18uheecrmTiJFU=">AAARsXicvZhbb9s2FMfVXVvvFm+PexHmBOgKzLCTb B321NhOEzeJ48S5NVHQURJtEdHFIanGrqBPsNftZd9s32aHsj1SpD10LxOQmD6/P3nIQ/KItDsOCeONxl+PPvjwo48/+fTxk8pnn3/x5Vdr1a8vWJJSD597SZjQKxcxHJIYn3PCQ3w1phhFbogv3bu24JdvMWUkic/4dIxvIzSKyZB4iIPppPdmrda oN4rHNgvNeaFmzZ/+m+ran46feGmEY+6FiLGbZmPMbzNEOfFCnFeclOEx8u7QCN9AMUYRZrdZ0dPc3gCLbw8TCn8xtwurWiNDEWPTyAVlhHjAdCaMy9hNyoc/32YkHqccx97M0TANbZ7YYti2Tyj2eDiFAvIogb7aXoAo8jgEp7Kx0+l0z7rHvUHJ oUvRHeZ52eYmoV82id7wJAlZ2cwgOgEGbWXjPZ7KxpNBkFDupZy9X4XKht3lKCQeRCLGD14SRSj2M4e08gz+c7uV5xrpzEnHIAdzcmCQwZwMDHI2J2e5GKPdgsAMkYftikOxKkR55ogYucMMiUbK1JXUNaknqWdSX1LfpHeS3umdH0s21tm9ZPdmq1 RSqtecSDbR2VSyqc7eSfZOZweSHZi96Uva12ueSHaisyvJrnT2WrLXOruW7FpnDckaOmtK1tTZpmSbOtuSbEtn25Jt6yyWLNZZJFk0X7oh7Fk3QdQvVnFZnsR4UcGNzN6fuq6CT3XcLuG2jnsl3DOmsISNWbwu4evZYNqQE0YUjQPIcWX5zmI3eSj MdvTGWio1ckdbpcYwOio1ssuuSnd1+lKlL3W6p9I9ne6rdF+nXZV2dfpKpa+MbadSIyseqvRQp0cqPTKmXKXGjB+r9FinfZWaG16lxmI5VamxTgcqNXL9mUrPdHqu0nOdXqj0QqeXKr000pRKzUSlUjNVqbTYG7A5juC7fTzGFPEEXvxOB8MhhmJh XlghxcOGPxVHmaWUQP7oRqsoh/fDGV1On0GY06gb8zzbqNi2PetdkBAPi++QahKxd+Ns3fEJG4doyvg0xA5Lo3XHo05AfPxAfB5onMR8XUJQwmDV5hyKCMNuMsnqzW0nwGQUQBccBoGZWZ/n4JLjCZf+8lzzKPF/cLe5zNtPwhuDU9hY91c2F37+h9 a1dYNclt80bzMHxyylWMxR5oRwiOa1pkPFp77SFhXE0VCcXpMws2tN23jvuMOZbv7yWaZJ3s4kCfgRZ/qlogc+E0H8MSehv0IVSFWA+FINIxG+f4dpYo54QkVoEaXJw01NwIDByRY/y+o/evDatBu5MyksepNsHo15sGXIFz0Q+3CPJumY2VDD3gl HGE7a2imWpfwhgamE0tAenOdPN79f1z2lPKAYq6KtJaKeKugZArTwVEzLEI78GUuXuUPSX1lqOkUzr2VZ4RqGfghXr9hGrkvxW1Jcw7She3Bg9lB9eXi9IcDhCohHeYbro1WUQ0aEfyswgZGROl5ZGYWito1CqYDR7E4guRFxG9RG4SIXQS5soRaiy 5t0cQgXxqwlPlYpWLcLit1Bt/svioVkhUZcU/OsfbgzaG6uUCTRGK6yIDo+6u8MBstVozDFcMLfg4+r5YowgAgf7rdXUrfArhrAI8K8ss6HKS7SLY0yKOsnW3G0jZM4jVxMNeaToVrXvC7A7Tn7h8MXIx88wLIdrP+g35aEuW+YfWHuGOahML80zC 4WFysXj0ic4fu0WPm6f1xoMBRXKeKEY1ZEgMQ+rDpocWj3CuMv+Zu1WlP/7cIsXGzWm1v15sl27UV3/rvGY+tb6zvrqdW0nlsvrH2rb51bnoWt36zfrT+qW9XX1V+r7kz6waN5nW+s0lO9+xsI/6bX</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="aS1nTsXYDEPAuXI5quG1babyQmw=">AAARsXicvZhbb9s2FMfVXVvvFm+PexHmBOgKzLCTb B321NhOEzc3J3YuTRR0lERbRHRxSKqxK+gT7HV72Tfbt9mhbI8UaQ/dywQkps/vTx7ykDwi7Y5Dwnij8dejDz786ONPPn38pPLZ5198+dVa9esLlqTUw+deEib0ykUMhyTG55zwEF+NKUaRG+JL964t+OVbTBlJ4gGfjvFthEYxGRIPcTCdTt6s1Rr 1RvHYZqE5L9Ss+dN7U1370/ETL41wzL0QMXbTbIz5bYYoJ16I84qTMjxG3h0a4RsoxijC7DYreprbG2Dx7WFC4S/mdmFVa2QoYmwauaCMEA+YzoRxGbtJ+fDn24zE45Tj2Js5GqahzRNbDNv2CcUeD6dQQB4l0FfbCxBFHofgVDZ2Op3uoHty3C85 dCm6wzwv29wk9Msm0RueJCErmxlEJ8CgrWy8x1PZeNIPEsq9lLP3q1DZsLschcSDSMT4wUuiCMV+5pBWnsF/brfyXCOdOekY5GBODgzSn5O+QQZzMsjFGO0WBGaIPGxXHIpVIcozR8TIHWZINFKmrqSuST1JPZP6kvomvZP0Tu/8WLKxzu4luzdbpZ JSveZEsonOppJNdfZOsnc6O5DswOxNT9KeXvNUslOdXUl2pbPXkr3W2bVk1zprSNbQWVOyps42JdvU2ZZkWzrblmxbZ7Fksc4iyaL50g1hz7oJon6xisvyJMaLCm5k9v7MdRV8puN2Cbd1fFzCx8YUlrAxi9clfD0bTBtywoiicQA5rizfWewmD4X Zjt5YS6VG7mir1BhGR6VGdtlV6a5OX6r0pU73VLqn032V7uu0q9KuTl+p9JWx7VRqZMVDlR7q9EilR8aUq9SY8ROVnui0p1Jzw6vUWCxnKjXWaV+lRq4fqHSg03OVnuv0QqUXOr1U6aWRplRqJiqVmqlKpcXegM1xBN/tkzGmiCfw4nc6GA4xFAvz wgopHjb8mTjKLKUE8kc3WkU5vB8GdDl9BmFOo27M82yjYtv2rHdBQjwsvkOqScTejbN1xydsHKIp49MQOyyN1h2POgHx8QPxeaBxEvN1CUEJg1WbcygiDLvJJKs3t50Ak1EAXXAYBGZmfZ6DS44nXPrLc82jxP/B3eYybz8JbwxOYWPdX9lc+PkfWt fWDXJZftO8zRwcs5RiMUeZE8IhmteaDhWf+kpbVBBHQ3F6TcLMrjVt473jDme6+ctnmSZ5O5Mk4Eec6ZeKHvhMBPHHnIT+ClUgVQHiSzWMRPj+HaaJOeIJFaFFlCYPNzUBAwYnW/wsq//owWvTbuTOpLDoTbJ5NObBliFf9EDswz2apGNmQw17Jxx hOGlrp1iW8ocEphJKQ7t/nj/d/H5d95TygGKsiraWiI5VwbEhQAtPxbQM4cifsXSZOyT9laWmUzTzWpYVrmHoh3D1im3kuhS/JcU1TBu6BwdmD9WXh9cbAhyugHiUZ7g+WkU5ZET4twITGBmp45WVUShq2yiUChjN7gSSGxG3QW0ULnIR5MIWaiG6v EkXh3BhzFriY5WCdbug2O13u/+iWEhWaMQ1Nc/ahzv95uYKRRKN4SoLopOj3k6/v1w1ClMMJ/w9+LharggDiPDhfnsldQvsqgE8Iswr63yY4iLd0iiDsn6yFUfbOInTyMVUYz4ZqnXN6wLcnrN/OHwx8sEDLNv++g/6bUmYe4bZF+aOYR4K80vD7G JxsXLxiMQZvk+Lla/7x4UGQ3GVIk44ZkUESOzDqoMWh/ZxYfwlf7NWa+q/XZiFi816c6vePN2uvejMf9d4bH1rfWc9tZrWc+uFtW/1rHPLs7D1m/W79Ud1q/q6+mvVnUk/eDSv841Veqp3fwPePqb8</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64="2lWg1eBjXoNXp7aqgqX6Oag5tlo=">AAARsXicvZhbb9s2FMfVXVvvFm+PexHmBOgKzLCTb B321NhOEzc3J3YuTRR0lERbRHRxSKqxK+gT7HV72Tfbt9mhbI8UaQ/dywQkps/vTx7ykDwi7Y5Dwnij8dejDz786ONPPn38pPLZ5198+dVa9esLlqTUw+deEib0ykUMhyTG55zwEF+NKUaRG+JL964t+OVbTBlJ4gGfjvFthEYxGRIPcTCdTt+s1Rr 1RvHYZqE5L9Ss+dN7U1370/ETL41wzL0QMXbTbIz5bYYoJ16I84qTMjxG3h0a4RsoxijC7DYreprbG2Dx7WFC4S/mdmFVa2QoYmwauaCMEA+YzoRxGbtJ+fDn24zE45Tj2Js5GqahzRNbDNv2CcUeD6dQQB4l0FfbCxBFHofgVDZ2Op3uoHty3C85 dCm6wzwv29wk9Msm0RueJCErmxlEJ8CgrWy8x1PZeNIPEsq9lLP3q1DZsLschcSDSMT4wUuiCMV+5pBWnsF/brfyXCOdOekY5GBODgzSn5O+QQZzMsjFGO0WBGaIPGxXHIpVIcozR8TIHWZINFKmrqSuST1JPZP6kvomvZP0Tu/8WLKxzu4luzdbpZ JSveZEsonOppJNdfZOsnc6O5DswOxNT9KeXvNUslOdXUl2pbPXkr3W2bVk1zprSNbQWVOyps42JdvU2ZZkWzrblmxbZ7Fksc4iyaL50g1hz7oJon6xisvyJMaLCm5k9v7MdRV8puN2Cbd1fFzCx8YUlrAxi9clfD0bTBtywoiicQA5rizfWewmD4X Zjt5YS6VG7mir1BhGR6VGdtlV6a5OX6r0pU73VLqn032V7uu0q9KuTl+p9JWx7VRqZMVDlR7q9EilR8aUq9SY8ROVnui0p1Jzw6vUWCxnKjXWaV+lRq4fqHSg03OVnuv0QqUXOr1U6aWRplRqJiqVmqlKpcXegM1xBN/tkzGmiCfw4nc6GA4xFAvz wgopHjb8mTjKLKUE8kc3WkU5vB8GdDl9BmFOo27M82yjYtv2rHdBQjwsvkOqScTejbN1xydsHKIp49MQOyyN1h2POgHx8QPxeaBxEvN1CUEJg1WbcygiDLvJJKs3t50Ak1EAXXAYBGZmfZ6DS44nXPrLc82jxP/B3eYybz8JbwxOYWPdX9lc+PkfWt fWDXJZftO8zRwcs5RiMUeZE8IhmteaDhWf+kpbVBBHQ3F6TcLMrjVt473jDme6+ctnmSZ5O5Mk4Eec6ZeKHvhMBPHHnIT+ClUgVQHiSzWMRPj+HaaJOeIJFaFFlCYPNzUBAwYnW/wsq//owWvTbuTOpLDoTbJ5NObBliFf9EDswz2apGNmQw17Jxx hOGlrp1iW8ocEphJKQ7t/nj/d/H5d95TygGKsiraWiI5VwbEhQAtPxbQM4cifsXSZOyT9laWmUzTzWpYVrmHoh3D1im3kuhS/JcU1TBu6BwdmD9WXh9cbAhyugHiUZ7g+WkU5ZET4twITGBmp45WVUShq2yiUChjN7gSSGxG3QW0ULnIR5MIWaiG6v EkXh3BhzFriY5WCdbug2O13u/+iWEhWaMQ1Nc/ahzv95uYKRRKN4SoLopOj3k6/v1w1ClMMJ/w9+LharggDiPDhfnsldQvsqgE8Iswr63yY4iLd0iiDsn6yFUfbOInTyMVUYz4ZqnXN6wLcnrN/OHwx8sEDLNv++g/6bUmYe4bZF+aOYR4K80vD7G JxsXLxiMQZvk+Lla/7x4UGQ3GVIk44ZkUESOzDqoMWh/ZxYfwlf7NWa+q/XZiFi816c6vePN2uvejMf9d4bH1rfWc9tZrWc+uFtW/1rHPLs7D1m/W79Ud1q/q6+mvVnUk/eDSv841Veqp3fwPvi6b9</latexit>
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Figure 3.1: The reaction plane for η−N → ηpi−N in the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) frame. The pi-
beam momentum is oriented alond the z-axis, with the nucleon target and recoil momenta lying
in the xz-plane. The η momentum has an orientation qˆ? = (θ?, ϕ?) with respect to the z-axis.
the f (in the uηpi channel) trajectories, thus higher partial waves are not expected to be significant
in the ηpi mass region of interest, mηpi < 2 GeV. However, the systematic uncertainties associated
with an analysis based on a truncated set of partial waves is hard to estimate.





















where we define IJM as the intensity distribution, which corresponds to the quantity measured




AJMµ′µ (s, t,mηpi)Y JM (θ?, ϕ?), (3.8)
where the reflectivity basis spherical harmonics are defined via the linear combination
Y JM (θ
?, ϕ?) = cM
[
YJM (θ




where cM = 1/
√
2 for M = 0 and cM = 1/2 for M 6= 0, and the combination P (−1)` = η is the
naturality of the state c, since recall ` = J for the two pseudoscalars in the final state. When




(Ω) = δ``′δm`m′`δ′ . (3.10)
Two pseudoscalars can only form a state with positive naturality, so η = P (−1)` = + always. We
can then write a simplified form for the reflectivity-spherical harmonics
Y +`m`(Ω) = 2icmY`m`(θ, 0) sinm`φ (3.11)
Y −`m`(Ω) = 2cmY`m`(θ, 0) cosm`φ. (3.12)
Note that the reflectivity does not enter into the elastic partial wave amplitudes, as they are
independent of the spin projection due to the Wigner-Eckart theorem. the reflectivity  = ± for
bosons, and the spin projection is restricted 0 ≤ m` ≤ `. We choose the reflectivity  to be equal
to the naturality of the t-channel exchange for the s-channel a + b → c + d, where the state c is
the (12) two-particle state with quantum numbers JPC .
3.1.1 PRODUCTION MODEL
At zero momentum transfer, the Pomeron exchange has a Regge pole αP(0) ' 1. Therefore, since
we are interested in the small t-region, we will assume that the coupling of the effective Pomeron
is that of a vector particle. This means that we will treat the spin-parity of our effective Pomeron
as JP = 1−. We denote the ηpi resonance as X, where the resonance has spin-parity JP , spin
projection M , a mass mηpi, and a momentum pc = Pηpi = p1 + p2. Assuming factorization of the
t-channel Reggeon, we can write the production amplitude in terms of three vertices: The initial
meson-production vertex (piP→ X), the final meson-production vertex (X → ηpi), and the nuclear
vertex (N → PN). This is shown in Fig. 3.2.
The initial meson-production vertex has the form
VJλPM (piP→ X) = εµναβ1pµc νλP(PP)pαa β1···βJ ∗M (pc)pβ2a · · · pβJa , (3.13)
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of ηpi production where the system resonates in JPM quantum numbers,
with parity P = (−1)J .
where the momentum of the Pomeron is PP = pc − pa. The tensor εµναβ1 is the totally antisym-
metric Levi-Civita tensor, and νλP is the polarization tensor of the Pomeron. We can simplify
the vertex by working in the GJ frame, p?c = 0. First note that for a polarization tensor of zero
three-momentum with helicity λ fully contracted with momenta p with orientation (θ, ϕ), we can
write the relation
µ1···µJλ (k = 0)p
µ1 · · · pµJ = 1√
CJ
|p?|Jd(J)λ0 (θ)eiλϕ, (3.14)
where CJ = (2J)! 2
−J/(J !)2 [73]. Second, a general polarization tensor for a spin J can be written








Returning to the initial meson-production vertex, in the GJ frame, p?c = (mηpi,0) and pa = |p?a| zˆ.
Therefore, using Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), as well that d
(J)
λ0 (0) = δλ0, we arrive at the expression
VJλPM (piP→ X) = mηpi
|p?a|J−1√
CJ−1
〈JM |J − 1 0; 1M〉 λP(P?P) · (p?a × ∗M (p?c)), (3.16)
where we wrote the four-dimensional Levi-Civita as ε0ναβ = εjkl. Note that in the GJ frame,
∗M=0(p
?
c) = (0, 0, 0, 1), thus p
?
a || ∗M=0(p?c), the longitudinal component of the vertex is identically
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) × p?a), and P?P = −p?a with λP=0(P?P) = (|p?a|, 0, 0, ω?P)/M , then the longitudinal
component of the Pomeron is also zero. The final meson-production vertex contains a simpler
coupling, as we consider only JP → 0−0−, which has the form










where we used Eq. (3.14) to evaluate the vertex in the GJ frame. Putting the two meson vertices
together, we arrive at
J∑
M=−J

















which has the correct rotational dependence for a spin J system.
The nuclear vertex has the structure
Vµ′µ;λP(N → PN) = µλP(PP)u¯(pd, µ′)γµu(pb, µ), (3.19)
and can be evaluated in a straightforward manner using properties of the Dirac spinors and Pauli
matrices [74]. Defining the angle of the target (and in the single Regge limit, recoil) angle with
respect to the z-axis as α, the result leads to





jλP(PP) [δj1 sinα+ δj3 cosα] Φ
>(µ′)Φ(µ) (3.20)
where Φ(µ) is the two component spinor, for which Φ>(+) = (1, 0) and Φ>(−) = (0, 1). Thus,
the combination only allows for helicity non-flip systems, Φ>(µ′)Φ(µ) = δµ′µ, which is consistent
with Regge phenomenology in that Pomeron exchange conserves helicity. Since we showed that
the Pomeron contains only a transverse component, only the j = 1 term survives in Eq. (3.20).
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The nuclear vertex is therefore




























〈J 1|J − 1 0; 1 1〉 sinα sinϕ?d(J)10 (θ?)δµ′µ. (3.23)
From Eq. (3.22b), we see that sinα contributes an inverse power of the momenta |p?a|. Thus, we
conclude that the threshold singularity structure of the amplitude has the form
AJµ′µ = |p?1|J |p?a|J−1ÂJµ′µ, (3.24)
where ÂJµ′µ is a regular function near thresholds. Ignoring the resonance propagator, which we will
discuss in the following section, the production amplitude contains no singularities in the physical
region of the invariant mass mηpi, as expected from our discussion of particle exchanges.
3.1.2 FINAL STATE INTERACTIONS
We now turn our attention to the final state interactions of the ηpi system. In the simple model
described above, we imagined the ηpi resonance to be described by a relativistic Breit-Wigner
amplitude. For narrow, isolated resonances, this picture may be an accurate description. We
introduce a more sophisticated representation for the final state interactions of ηpi, which include
a broad or interfering resonances. We begin by defining the elastic ηpi amplitude,
〈η(p′1)pi(p′2)|T |η(p1)η(p2)〉 = (2pi)4δ(P ′ηpi − Pηpi)M(mηpi, cos θ?), (3.25)






2 is the final total
four momentum, m2ηpi = (p1 + p2)
2 is the ηpi invariant mass-squared, and cos θ? = pˆ?1 · pˆ′?1 is the
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cosine of the scattering angle in the rest-frame of ηpi. The amplitude has a partial wave expansion
M(mηpi, cos θ?) = 16pi
∞∑
J=0
(2J + 1)MJ(mηpi)PJ(cos θ?), (3.26)
where J is the total angular momentum of the ηpi system. Here, we have introduced a factor of
16pi for convenience, so that two-body phase space approaches unity as mηpi →∞, as opposed to
the convention used in the previous chapter.
Having defined the elastic ηpi amplitude, we can now proceed to impose the unitarity condition
to the ηpi production amplitude in the ηpi-channel. At this point, we will assume that the only
intermediate state allowed is ηpi, even though other kinematically allowed channels can couple to
the resonances of interest. We will address the inclusion of additional states later. In the elastic
approximation, the partial wave unitarity relation is
ImAJMµ′µ (s, t,mηpi) =
2q?
mηpi
M∗J(mηpi)AJMµ′µ (s, t,mηpi)Θ (mηpi − (mη +mpi)) , (3.27)
where we note that no additional numerical factors are included due to our normalization in
Eq. (3.26). There is an additional threshold singularity in the partial wave amplitudes, which
enforces that MJ ∼ q? 2J as mηpi → (mη + mpi). Therefore, we remove this singularity from the
amplitudes, first defining
MJ(mηpi) = q? 2JM̂J(mηpi), (3.28)
where M̂J(mηpi) is regular near threshold. We have already seen the threshold structure of the
production amplitude, Eq. (3.24), and we factor these singularities from Eq. (3.27), yielding






From Eq. (3.29), the production amplitude must have the same phase as the elastic amplitude,
which is a consequence of Watson’s theorem. The elastic amplitude satisfies its own unitarity
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relation, which is simply the elastic unitarity relation
ImM̂J(mηpi) = ρJ(mηpi)|M̂J(mηpi)|2Θ (mηpi − (mη +mpi)) . (3.31)
As seen in the previous chapter, we can write the elastic ηpi amplitude in the N/D representation,
M̂J(mηpi) = NJ(mηpi)/DJ(mηpi), (3.32)
where







m2(m2 −m2ηpi − i)
(3.33)
where D(0)J is a real rational function in the physical region, which we represent as










where cj for j = 0, . . . 3 are real parameters for each partial wave J , which are to be determined.
In the following sections, we will apply our production model to investigate ηpi resonances. Given
the NJ function, which contains the particle exchange cuts, the DJ function can be solved. For
simplicity, we will model NJ with physics representing the unknown exchange physics, and some











where ΛR effectively describes the radius of interactions.
3.1.3 ANALYSIS OF TENSOR RESONANCES
As a first test of the model, we investigate tensor (J = 2) resonances in the ηpi system, where
the well-known a2(1320) meson is featured as a vivid peak in the ηpi mass distribution. The ηpi
D-wave is important to understand as it is used as a reference wave for all other waves measured at
COMPASS. Furthermore, the first a2 excitation is considerably more difficult to measure compared
to the ground state a2, thus giving us the opportunity to use our model to determine the excited
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state properties. There is a noticeable, but shallow, bump in the COMPASS data occurring at
∼ 1700 MeV, which is the approximate mass for the a′2 as measured in other experiments.
To compare with the partial wave intensities measured in Ref. [15], which are integrated over t
from tmin = −1.0 GeV2 to tmax = −0.1 GeV2, we use an effective value for the momentum transfer
teff = −0.1 GeV2 and AJM (mηpi) ≡ AJM (mηpi, s, teff). The effect of a possible teff dependence is
taken into account in the estimate of the systematic uncertainties. The natural parity exchange
partial wave amplitudes AJM (s) can be identified with the amplitudes A=1LM (s) as defined in Eq. (1)
of Ref. [15], where  = +1 is the reflectivity eigenvalue that selects the natural parity exchange.
In the following we consider the single, J = 2, |M | = 1 natural parity partial wave, which we
denote its intensity (acceptance corrected) [15] as
I(mηpi) ≡ Nq? |A(mηpi)|2 . (3.36)
Since the physical normalization of the cross section is not determined in Ref. [15], the constant
N is a normalization constant, which effectively absorbs all energy independent factors of the
differential cross section. The overall scale is fixed to N = 106, so that the coefficients αj are
expected to be O(1).
In principle, one should consider the coupled-channel problem involving all the kinematically
allowed intermediate states (see Fig. ??). The PDG reports the important final states for the
2++ system are the 3pi (ρpi, f2pi) and ηpi systems [6]. Far from thresholds, a narrow peak in
the data is generated by a pole in the closest unphysical sheet, regardless of the number of open
channels. The residues (related to the branching ratios) depend on the individual couplings of each
channel to the resonance, and therefore their extraction requires the inclusion of all the relevant
channels. However, the pole position is expected to be essentially insensitive to the inclusion of
multiple channels. This is easily understood in the Breit-Wigner approximation, where the total
width extracted for a given state is independent of the branchings to individual channels. Thus,
when investigating the pole position, we restrict the analysis to the elastic approximation, where
only ηpi can appear in the intermediate state. We will elaborate on the effects of introducing the
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ρpi channel, which is known to be the dominant one of the decay of a2(1320) [6], as part of the
systematic checks.
The production model proposed does not allow for flexibility in trying to fit the line shape.
So, in order to have a flexible model, we replace the production model with an expansion in the
invariant mass mηpi. This substitution allows us to capture additional background effects not
modeled. One requirement is that the production mechanism is still a smooth function in the
physical region. This can be seen by solving the unitarity constraint Eq. (3.29),









m2 −m2ηpi − i
BJMµ′µ (s, t,m) (3.37)
which is the well known Omnes-Muskhelishvili solution. The function BJMµ′µ (s, t,mηpi) is a driving
term which contains no singularities in the ηpi physical region and does contain exchange cuts. If
BJMµ′µ is specified, along with NJ , then Eq. (3.37) gives the full amplitude. We could determine
BJMµ′µ from our production model, but instead we will absorb all production physics in the expansion
A(s, teff,mηpi) = q? Jk? J−1P(mηpi)/DJ=2(mηpi), (3.38)





αj Tj (ω(mηpi)) , (3.39)
where the expansion contains the CDD pole at c3 in order to cancel the forced zero from the
DJ function, αj are expansion coefficients which are to be determined, and Tn are Chebyshev







3The Chebyshev polynomial are expressed by the recursion relation
Tn(z) = 2z Tn−1(z)− Tn−2(z) for n ≥ 2,
with T0(z) = 1, and T1(z) = z.
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which is a pole approximation for the left-hand cut, where we choose the pole at m20 = 1 GeV
2.
We choose the expansion in Chebyshev polynomials as opposed to standard polynomials in order
to break correlations, which we discuss later in this section.
We fit a set of parameters θ = (θ1, . . . , θn) to the COMPASS data via a χ
2 minimization, where









where the Idata(j) ± σdata(j) is the intensity measured by COMPASS in ηpi mass bins m(j)ηpi . The
minimization, ∇θ χ2(θ) = 0, yields the optimal set of parameters θ to describe the available
COMPASS data. We fit our model to the intensity distribution for pi−p → ηpi−p in the D-wave
(56 data points) [15] , as defined in Eq. (3.36) , by minimizing χ2. We fit the coefficients aj (see
Eq. (3.39)) , which are then expected to be O(1), and also the parameters in the D(mηpi) function.
In the first step we obtain the best fit for a given total number of parameters, and in the second
step we estimate the statistical uncertainties using the bootstrap technique [?, 55–57] . That is to
say, we generate 105 pseudodata sets, each data point being resampled according to a Gaussian
distribution having as mean and standard deviation the original value and error, and we repeat
the fit for each set. In this way, we obtain 105 different values for the fit parameters, and we take
the means and standard deviations as expected values and statistical uncertainties, respectively.
In order to assess the systematic uncertainties we study the dependence of the pole parameters
on variations of the model, specifically we change i) the number of CDD poles from 1 to 3, ii) the
total number of terms n in the expansion of the numerator function P(s) in Eq. (3.39) , iii) the
value of ΛR in the left hand cut model, iv) the value of teff of the total momentum transferred, and
v) the addition of the ρpi channel to study coupled-channel effects. The fit with CDD∞ only, shown
in Fig. 3.4 , for ΛR = 1.5 GeV
2 and n = 6 (with a total of 9 parameters), captures neither the dip
at 1.5 GeV nor the bump at 1.7 GeV. Figure 3.3 shows the χ2 as a function of ΛR, in which the
minimum corresponds to 1.5 GeV2. In contrast, the fit with two CDD poles (11 parameters), shown



















Figure 3.3: Preliminary χ2 fit results as a function of ΛR and the number of terms in the production
expansion. These preliminary runs were used to determine the optimal value for the interaction
radius ΛR, which was determined to be within the range 1.2 GeV
2 ≤ ΛR ≤ 2.0 GeV2 (shown in
the orange highlighted box). Note that for ΛR = 0 GeV
2 as this yields unphysical singularities
close to the physical region.
corresponding to the best fit with two CDD poles are given in Table 3.1. The addition of another
CDD pole does not improve the fit, as the limited precision in the data is incapable of indicating
any further resonances. Specifically the residue of the additional pole turns out to be compatible
with zero, leaving the other fit parameters unchanged. We associate no systematic uncertainty to
that.
As discussed earlier, an acceptable numerator function n(s) should be “smooth” in the res-
onance region, i.e. without significant peaks or dips on the scale of the resonance widths. The
parameters ci and g of the denominator function are related to resonance parameters, while sR
controls the distant second sheet singularities due to exchange forces. The expansion in n(s), shown
in for sR = 1.5 GeV
2 and two CDD poles, has a singularity occurring at s = −1.0 GeV2 because
of the definition of ω(s) and our choice of Λ 4. For variations in n(s) between np = 3 and np = 7,
4Note that the production term is not well constrained below s ∼ 1 GeV2, as the phase space and barrier factors
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Figure 3.4: Intensity distribution and fits to the JPC = 2++ wave for different number of CDD
poles, (a) using only CDD∞ and (b) using CDD∞ and the CDD pole at m2ηpi = c3. Red lines are
fit results with I(mηpi) given by Eq. (3.36). Data is taken from Ref. [15]. The inset shows the a′2




































Figure 3.5: Amplitude numerator function |∑nj aj Tj(ω(s))| for different values of np. The absolute
value is taken as there is a phase ambiguity because we fit only the intensity ∼ |A(s)|2. Note that
each curve is an independent fit for a specific number of terms n. The curves for n = 4, 5, and 6
all coincide in the resonance region, as shown in the inset.
we find the pole positions are relatively stable, which we discuss later in our systematic estimates.
The dependence on teff is expected to affect mostly the overall normalization. Indeed, the
variation from teff = −1.0 GeV2 to −0.1 GeV2 gives less than 2% difference for the a′2(1700)
parameters, and < 1h for the a2(1320), and can be neglected compared to the other uncertainties.
We used both a polynomial expansion and a Chebyshev polynomial expansion. Both studies
reach the same results regarding the a
(′)
2 poles extraction. Hence, it is clear from these studies
that the resonance poles are independent of the production mechanism. In Table ?? we provide
the correlation matrix for a standard polynomial, while Table ?? shows the correlation matrix for
Chebyshev polynomials. If we focus on the polynomial expansion parameters (i.e. a0 . . . a6) we
see that the correlations are essentially ±1 for the standard polynomials. For Chebyshev there
is some improvement, although still large. For the standard polynomial expansion, the resonance
parameters (g, c1, c2, c3), stay more or less independent of the production coefficients. However,
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Correlation matrices for the fit with two CDD poles and n = 6 terms in the production
expansion, with a resulting χ2/dof = 1.91. The polynomial expansion (a) shows extremely large
correlations in the production parameters, essentially ±1, while the Chebychev expansion (b),
although still large, breaks up some of the correlation in the production expansion.
the correlation between production and resonance parameters are significantly reduced when we
use Chebyshev polynomials. This indicates that by using Chebyshev polynomials the resonances
extraction is more robust. Figure 3.6 shows the correlation matrix for the best fit.
ANALYTIC CONTINUATION AND POLE DETERMINATION
This analysis allows us to extract the ηpi → ηpi elastic amplitude in the D-wave. By construction,
the amplitude has a zero at s = c3. Figure 3.7 shows the real and imaginary parts of Mˆ(s),
with the 3σ error bands estimated by the bootstrap analysis. Resonance poles are extracted by
analytically continuing the denominator of the ηpi elastic amplitude to the second Riemann sheet
(II) across the unitarity cut using














Figure 3.7: The reduced elastic ηpi D-wave amplitude, M̂J=2 = NJ=2/DJ=2, as a function of the
ηpi invariant mass. Shown are the real (red) and imaginary (blue) parts with 3σ a error band. The
interaction range is fixed at ΛR = 1.5 GeV
2. Figure adapted from [2].
By construction, no first-sheet poles are present. We find three second-sheet poles in the energy
range of (mpi + mη) ≤
√
s ≤ 3 GeV, two of which can be identified as resonances, as shown in
Fig. 3.8 for np = 6 and sR = {1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5} GeV2.
The mass and width are defined as m = Re
√
sp and Γ = −2 Im√sp, respectively, where sp
is the pole position in the m2ηpi-plane. Two of the poles found can be identified as the a2(1320)
and a′2(1700) resonances in the PDG [6]. The lighter of the two corresponds to the a2(1320). For
sR = 1.5 GeV
2, the pole has mass and width m = (1307 ± 1) MeV and Γ = (112 ± 1) MeV,
respectively. The nominal value is the best fit pole position, and the uncertainty is the statistical
deviation determined from the bootstrap. Values of sR between 1.0 and 2.5 GeV
2 lead to pole
deviations of at most ∆m = 2 MeV and ∆ Γ = 3 MeV. The heavier pole corresponds to the
excited a′2(1700). For sR = 1.5 GeV
2, the resonance has mass and width m = (1720 ± 10) MeV
and Γ = (280 ± 10) MeV, respectively. The maximal deviations for the different sR values are
∆m = 40 MeV and ∆ Γ = 60 MeV. The a2(1320) and a
′

























m = Re √sp / GeV
Figure 3.8: Location of second-sheet pole positions with two CDD poles and np = 6 terms in the
production expansion. Poles are shown with 1σ (light red) and 2σ (dark red) confidence levels
from uncertainties computed using 105 bootstrap fits. The gray ellipses show pole locations from
systematic studies of varying ΛR from 1.0 to 2.5 GeV
2. Figure adapted from [2].
Table 3.1: Best fit denominator and production parameters for the fit with two CDD poles, ΛR =
1.5 GeV2, N = 106, c0 = (1.23)
2, and the number of expansion parameters np = 6, leading
to χ2/dof = 1.91. Denominator uncertainties are determined from a bootstrap analysis using 105
random fits. We report no uncertainties on the production parameters as they are highly correlated.
Denominator parameters Production parameters [GeV−2]
c1 0.532± 0.006 GeV−2 α0 0.471
c2 0.253± 0.007 GeV2 α1 0.134
c3 2.38± 0.02 GeV2 α2 −1.484




be stable under variations of sR, which modulates the left hand cut.
As expected, there is a third pole that depends strongly on ΛR and reflects the singularity in
N (s) modeled as a pole. Its mass ranges from 1.4 to 3.3 GeV, and its width varies between 1.3 and
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1.8 GeV as ΛR changes from 1 GeV
2 to 2.5 GeV2. In the limit g → 0, this pole moves to −sR as
expected, while the other two migrate to the real axis above threshold [75]. Fig. 3.9 shows many
poles in the complex s-plane, three of which have Re s > 0, and two for Re s < 0. We want to
understand the nature of all these singularities, primarily in identifying if these poles correspond
to QCD resonances. We see two poles (corresponding to the a2 and a
′
2 resonances) migrate to the
real axis as the coupling is turned off, which is expected for the two CDD poles we chose. The
other poles all migrate to s = −1.5 GeV2, which is the location of the left-hand singularity in our
model. This shows clearly the origin of the poles. Fig. 3.9 shows snapshots at different values
of g as g → 0. The poles that tend to s = −1.5 GeV2 are purely model effects, as dynamically
generated poles are expected to migrate off to infinity as the coupling vanishes.




































































































Figure 3.9: The migration of poles as a function of g as g → 0 in the complex s2-plane.
Changing the number of expansion terms between np = 3 and np = 7 does not in any significant
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way affect the a2(1320) or a
′
2(1700) pole positions. The maximal deviations are ∆m(a2) = 5 MeV,
∆ Γ(a2) = 7 MeV and ∆m(a
′
2) = 40 MeV, ∆ Γ(a
′
2) = 30 MeV between three and seven terms in
the n(s) expansion.
In order to demonstrate that coupled-channel effects do not influence the pole positions, we
consider an extension of the model to include a second channel also measured by COMPASS,
ρpi [17], and simultaneously fit the ηpi [15] and the ρpi [17] final states. The branching ratio of the
a2(1320) is saturated at the level of ∼85% by the ηpi and 3pi channels [6], with the ρpi S-wave
having the dominant contribution. For simplicity we consider the ρ to be a stable particle with
mass 775 MeV, the finite width of the ρ being relevant only for
√
s < 1 GeV. The amplitude is then
Aˆj(s) =
∑
k [D(mηpi)]−1jk (mηpi) Pk(mηpi). The denominator is now a 2× 2 matrix, whose diagonal
elements are of the form given by Eq. (??), with the appropriate phase space for each channel.
The off-diagonal term is parameterized as a single real constant. The production elements Pk(s)
are as in Eq. (??), with independent coefficients for each channel. We also performed a K-matrix
coupled-channel fit and obtained very similar results that are shown in Figure 3.10. The coupled-
channel effects produce a competition between the parameters in the numerators to fit the bump
at 1.6 GeV in ηpi and the dip at 1.8 GeV in ρpi at the same time. The ρpi data prefers not to
have any excited a′2(1700), which conversely is evident in the ηpi data. Therefore, the uncertainty
in the a′2(1700) pole position increases, as it is practically unconstrained by the ρpi data. Note,
however, that in Ref. [17] the dip at mηpi ∼ 1.8 GeV in the ρpi data is t-dependent, while we use
the t-integrated intensity, so it may be expected that the effects of the a′2 are suppressed in our
combined fit. We find the following deviations in the pole positions relative to the single-channel
fit: ∆m(a2) = 2 MeV, ∆Γ(a2) = 3 MeV, ∆m(a
′
2) = 20 MeV and ∆Γ(a
′
2) = 10 MeV. These








































Figure 3.10: Coupled-channel D-wave fit, (a) using a model based on CDD poles, (b) using the
standard K-matrix parameterization. Both parameterizations give pole positions consistent with
the single-channel analysis. The ηpi data is taken from Ref. [15] and the ρpi data from Ref. [17].
3.2 EXOTICA IN ηpi — THE pi1 HYBRID CANDIDATE
Following the successful determination of the ηpi tensor resonances, the model was extended to
study the coupled channel ηpi and η′pi system. We focus on applying the coupled channel model
on the P - and D-waves, to investigate the pole properties of the lightest hybrid candidate, the pi1.
The ηpi system is a ‘Golden mode’ for studying hybrid candidates as the spin-exotic JPC = 1−+
can be directly accessed.
Table 3.2: Resonance parameters. The first error is statistical, the second systematic.
Poles Mass ( MeV) Width ( MeV)
a2(1320) 1306.0± 0.8± 1.3 114.4± 1.6± 0.0
a′2(1700) 1722± 15± 67 247± 17± 63






















































Figure 3.11: Results of the η(′)pi coupled-channel fit. Shown are the ηpi P - and D-wave intensities
and their relative phase compared with data from COMPASS [15]. The inset zooms into the region
of the a′2(1700). The solid line and red band shows the result of the fit and the 2σ confidence level
provided by the bootstrap analysis, respectively. The initialization of the fit is chosen by randomly
generating O(105) different sets of values for the parameters. The best fit has χ2/dof = 162/122 =



















































Figure 3.12: Results of the η(′)pi coupled-channel fit. Shown are the η(′)pi P - and D-wave inten-
sities and their relative phase compared with data from COMPASS [15]. The solid line and red
band shows the result of the fit and the 2σ confidence level provided by the bootstrap analysis,
respectively. The initialization of the fit is chosen by randomly generating O(105) different sets
of values for the parameters. The best fit has χ2/dof = 162/122 = 1.3. The errors shown are



























m = Re √sp / GeV
Figure 3.13: Positions of the poles identified as the a2(1320) and a
′
2(1700) (in red) and the pi1 (in
blue). The inset shows the position of the a2(1320). The light and dark ellipses show the 1σ and
2σ confidence levels, respectively. Figure adapted from [5].
All η(′)pi waves are measured relative to the D-wave, so that we have additional phase infor-
mation in the form of the phase difference between each wave and the reference ηpi D-wave. The
amplitudes are now expressed via a coupled-channel unitary model


























? ′)N Jab(E? ′)
E? ′ 2(E? ′ 2 − E? 2 − i) , (3.44)
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ba are real parameters to be determined. Equation (3.45) is a
standard parameterization for the K-matrix found in literature.
The analysis performed in Ref. [5] showed three resonance poles: two D-wave resonances
a2(1320) and a2(1700) and single P -wave pi1 resonance. Table 3.2 shows the resonance parameters
as a result of the coupled channel analysis. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the intensity distributions
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with the best fit. Plotted in Fig. 3.13 are the pole positions in the complex E? 2-plane, where the
D-wave resonances are shown in red and the P -wave resonance in blue. The dark and light ellipses
are the 1σ and 2σ error bands, respectively. The D-wave parameters are consistent with the single
channel analysis, which is consistent with our expectation that poles away from thresholds should
be relatively at the same location regardless of the Riemann sheet. The P -wave determination is
consistent with a single isovector hybrid meson with quantum numbers JPC = 1−+, as suggested
by lattice QCD results [76–78]. Its mass and width are determined to be 1564 ± 24 ± 86 and
492 ± 54 ± 102 MeV, respectively. The statistical uncertainties are estimated via the bootstrap
technique, while the systematics due to model dependence are assessed by varying parameters and
functional forms that are not directly constrained by unitarity. Solutions with a second exotic pi1
pole were found, however the fit quality was not improved and was found unstable. Therefore,
given the COMPASS data, there is only evidence for a single hybrid candidate in JPC = 1−+.
3.3 SUMMARY
Scattering theory provides useful constraints for analysis of hadronic reactions. We applied gen-




PHENOMENOLOGY OF ELASTIC 3→ 3 SCATTERING
Many of the excited hadrons decay into three particles. Since resonances are poles of scattering
amplitudes, hadrons such as the ω or a1(1260) require the same understanding of 3→ 3 amplitudes
as we discussed for the 2→ 2 case. The problem of constraining 3→ 3 reactions from the S-matrix
principles of unitarity and analyticity has been studied previously in Refs. [79–84]. However, with
little data, the program ceased progress in understanding the hadron spectrum. In this chapter,
we return to the problem of constructing on-shell representations for the elastic scattering of three
particles. Our description relies on the isobar approximation, where the amplitude is constructed
as a sum of truncated partial wave expansions. This provides a good description of three-particle
final states in the resonance region, where analyses of Dalitz plots indicate that they are dominated
by intermediate two-body resonances. For example, the decay of the a1(1260) resonance into three
pions occurs primarily via a decay to the ρpi intermediate state with the subsequent decay of ρ to
two pions [17, 18]. The isobar approximation can be regarded as an effective way to incorporate
the relevant singularities in all Mandelstam variables, and will be discussed in detail later.
4.1 KINEMATICS, INVARIANTS, & AMPLITUDES
We consider elastic scattering of three distinguishable, spinless particle, e.g. DpiD¯, KpiK¯, or
pi+pi−pi0. The particles have mass mj , where j = 1, 2, or 3 labels the individual particles. A
single particle state, with four-momentum pj = (ωj ,pj), where ωj =
√
m2j + |pj |2 is the en-
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ergy and pj is the three-momentum, is denoted |pj〉 and has relativistic normalization 〈p′k|pj〉 =
(2pi)3 2ωjδ
(3)(p′k − pj)δkj . We are interested in the S-matrix element of the elastic 3→ 3 scatter-
ing process. We can decompose the S-matrix as S = 1 + iT . The T -matrix contains two terms,
T = Td + Tc, where the disconnected part, Td, involves interactions of two particles at the time
with the third one being a spectator, while the connected part, Tc, contains interactions of all three
particles. The disconnected part can always be identified kinematically by the spectator momen-
tum conserving delta function [74]. The disconnected part is written as Td =
∑
j 1j ⊗ T (j), where
1j is the identity operator in the single particle space of the spectator, j and T
(j) describes 2→ 2
scattering between the other two particles. The amplitudes associated with the matrix elements
of scattering operators Td and Tc are defined as F and A, respectively. Specifically, the connected
amplitude A is given by
〈p′|Tc |p〉 = (2pi)4δ(4)(P ′ − P )A(p′;p), (4.1)
= A(p0;p)
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Figure 4.1: Diagrammatic representation of the disconnected 2→ 2 amplitude of Eq. (4.2) (black
disk with four external legs) and connected 3 → 3 amplitude of Eq. (4.1) (black disk with six
external legs). Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
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Figure 4.2: Momenta labels for three particles. The left side denotes the final state particles, while
the right is the initial state. Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
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where |p〉 ≡ |p1p2p3〉 and |p′〉 ≡ |p′1p′2p′3〉 denote the initial and final states of the three particles,
and P = p1 +p2 +p3 and P




3 are the initial and final total four-momenta, respectively,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Time-Reversal symmetry implies that the amplitude is symmetric in
the initial-final state variables, A(p′;p) = A(p;p′). The chosen normalization implies that the
amplitude A(p′;p) has mass dimension −2. The disconnected amplitudes Fj are defined by




(3)(p′j − pj)Fj(p′;p), (4.2)
where the delta function enforces that the spectator j does not interact. We remark that the Fj is
the genuine 2→ 2 scattering amplitude, as required by the LSZ construction [74]. We also define
Pj ≡ P − pj and P ′j ≡ P ′ − p′j as the initial and final total four-momenta of the interacting pair
recoiling against spectator j, cf. Fig. 4.2.
We adopt the so-called spectator notation or odd-one-out notation [85], where the 2 → 2
amplitudes associated with the spectator j are labeled by the spectator index. The spectator
notation requires additional information specifying the first particle in the two-particle system.
There are two conventions which are useful for our discussions: the two-pair convention, and the
cyclic convention. The two-pair convention is more practical when interaction in one of the three
pairs is negligible. An example of such a system is pi+pi+pi−, where the pi+pi+ system interacts
weakly. In this case it is convenient to choose the noninteracting system as, say, particles (13) and
designate particle 2 as the second particle for both the interacting sub-systems. Therefore, the
spectator index j = 1 and j = 3 uniquely identifies the two orderings in the pairs to be (32) and
(12), respectively. If the interactions in all three subchannels are important, one can define the
ordering through cyclical permutation, i.e. the spectator label j = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to ordering
of the two particles subsystems as (23), (31), and (12), respectively. For simplicity, in the following
we assume only two relevant subchannels, and use the former convention. Generalization to the
latter case is straightforward. The type of applications we have in mind are systems like MM¯pi
elastic scattering, where M is an open-flavor meson, such as K, D, and B. The interacting pairs
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will be assumed in the Mpi and M¯pi channels only, and pion being designated as particle j = 2.
The 3→ 3 amplitude depends on eight independent kinematic variables. The choice of variables
largely depends on the kinematical range of interest, e.g. the low vs high total energy region. Here
we are interested in the low-energy region and use the following redundant set of Mandelstam
variables,
s = (p1 + p2 + p3)






tjk = (pj − p′k)2 = (Pj − P ′k)2, (4.3b)
ujk = (Pj − p′k)2 = ((P − pj)− p′k)2, (4.3c)
σj = P
2
j = (P − pj)2, (4.3d)
σ′k = P
′2
k = (P − p′k)2. (4.3e)
where s, σj , and σ
′
k are the invariant mass squares of the total three particle system, the initial pair,
and the final pair, respectively. The transferred momenta, tjk and ujk, are between the initial and
final spectators and the initial pair and final spectator, respectively. The Mandelstam invariants
are related by energy-momentum conservation,



















In the physical region of the 3→ 3 reaction, s can take any value above the three particle threshold,
s ≥ sth = (m1 + m2 + m3)2, while the subchannel invariant masses σj and σ′k are bounded by
σ
(th)
j ≤ σj ≤ (
√
s−mj)2 and σ(th)k ≤ σ′k ≤ (
√
s−mk)2, where σ(th)j are the sub-energy thresholds,
e.g. σ
(th)
1 = (m2 + m3)
2. We will need the relations between the invariants and energies and
scattering angles, in three reference frames. The frames of interest will be the overall center-of-
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Figure 4.3: Connection between the three reference frames for the (32)1 → (12)3 system. The
total reaction plane in the CMF is shown in gray, and the initial and final IRFs are shown in blue
and green, respectively. The Lorentz boosts β1 and β
′
3 indicate the transformations between the
three frames. Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
the initial and final states: the initial IRFj , labeled by the spectator j, and the final IRF
′
k, labeled
with spectator k and a prime.
To distinguish momenta in the CMF we denote them by a ?, i.e. P? = P′? = 0. In the
CMF the scattering angle, Θ?kj , is defined as the angle between the initial and final state spectator
momenta, cos Θ?kj ≡ p̂′?k · p̂?j , where p̂?j and p̂′?k denote the CMF orientations of the initial and final
spectators, respectively. The kinematic variables in the other frames, IRFj (Pj = 0) and IRF
′
k
(P′k = 0) are obtained from the CMF by a Lorentz boost in the direction opposite to momentum
of the corresponding spectator. The momentum of the first particle in the pair is denoted by qj ,
and q′k in IRFj and IRF
′
k, respectively. Orientation of these momenta are given by solid angles,






k), respectively. Here, γj and γ
′
k are the azimuthal angles between
the decay plane of the isobar and the isobar-spectator scattering plane and χj and χ
′
k are helicity
angles, cf. Fig. 4.3 for the specific scheme (23)1 → (12)3. The relations between all relevant
kinematical variables and the Mandelstam invariants are given in Appendix A. In the following,
we will use the set (q̂′k, σk, s, tjk, σj , q̂j) to describe the isobar-spectator amplitude.
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Figure 4.4: Diagrammatic representation for the 2→ 2 disconnected amplitude unitarity relation
in Eq. (4.5). The red vertical dashed line indicates the intermediate particles are put on-shell.
Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
4.2 UNITARITY RELATIONS
We consider elastic unitarity in the physical region of the 3→ 3 reaction below inelastic thresholds.
It yields two relations [86], one for the disconnected 2→ 2 amplitude Fj and one for the connected
3→ 3 amplitude A. For Fj , one finds
ImFj(p′;p) = ρ2(σj)
∫








is the phase space for the two particle system, and q′′j is the intermediate state relative momentum.
The IRFs are defined with their z-axes defined along the opposite direction of the spectator and
their x-axes defined by their azimuthal angles w.r.t. the total CMF plane spanned by the initial
and final spectator momenta, cf. Fig. 4.3. Note that from energy-momentum conservation, |qj | =
|q′j | = |q′′j |. Figure 4.4 is a diagrammatic representations of Eq. (4.5). Elastic unitarity yields the
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Figure 4.5: Diagrammatic representation for the 3→ 3 connected amplitude unitarity relation in
Eq. (4.7). The red vertical dashed line indicates the intermediate particles are put on-shell. Figure

































pi δ(ujk − µ2jk)F∗k (p′′;p′)|p′′j =pjFj(p′′;p)|p′′k=p′k ,
(4.7)
where µjk is the mass of the exchanged particle that is neither j nor k, e.g. if j = 1, and k = 3,




k in the second and fourth
lines enforce that σ′k = σ
′′
k , and similarly in lines three and four, p
′′
j = pj implies that σ
′′
j = σj .
Figure 4.5 is a diagrammatic representation of Eq. (4.7) and its derivation is given in Appendix B.
The implications of unitarity for the Fj are summarized below. The unitarity relation for the
connected, A amplitude is more complicated. The first term in Eq. (4.7) is analogous to the 2→ 2
case, in the sense that it is given by the product of the same connected amplitude A. The next two
terms originate from the contribution to S†S given by the product of Tc and Td, and represents
the situation when only two of the three particles rescatter. The last term is the contribution to
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the imaginary part of the connected amplitude from the product of two disconnect amplitudes and
reflects the real one particle exchange process. Since the unitarity relation deals with physical,
on-shell amplitudes, this last contribution is non-vanishing only when the exchanged particle is
on-shell, where it is singular and proportional to δ(ujk − µ2jk).
The implications of unitarity for the analytic properties of the 2→ 2 amplitude are well known,
and have been discussed in Chapter 2. We review the result here in this notation. In the physical




N 2sjfsj (σj)Psj (q̂′j · q̂j), (4.8)
converges and reduces the integral relation given by Eq. (4.5) to a countable set of algebraic ones.
Here sj is the angular momentum of the two-particle system j defined in the IRFj-frame, N 2sj =
(2sj + 1)/4pi is a normalization constant, fsj (σj) is the partial wave amplitude, and Psj (q̂
′
j · q̂j) is
the Legendre polynomial describing the rotation dependence in terms of the cosine of the 2 → 2
scattering angle. The unitarity relation is diagonalized to the partial wave unitarity relation,
Im fsj (σj) = ρ2(σj)|fsj (σj)|2Θ(σj − σ(th)j ). (4.9)
This equation is automatically satisfied by











σ̂ − σj (4.10)
where the K-matrix is a real function along the unitarity cut.
The 3 → 3 amplitude in the physical region can be expanded in partial waves in any of the
(12), (13), (23) subsystems. We refer to a subchannel of choice, e.g. (12) as the direct channel and
to the others as the cross channels. Since each term in the partial wave expansion is analytic in the
angular variables, and therefore in the (13) and (23) invariant masses, singularities in the latter
variables can happen only when the series diverges. In contrast to the 2 → 2 case, the unitarity
equations for each partial wave would not decouple, and would contain an infinite number of terms.
Since in practice one must truncate the series, the amplitude would be regular in the (13) and (23)
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invariant masses, and the information about the cross channels dynamics would be lost. Instead,
we will represent 3→ 3 amplitude in an isobar approximation, where only a finite number of terms
in the direct and cross channels are included.
4.3 THE ISOBAR REPRESENTATION























j , q̂j), (4.11)
where we project the amplitude onto the chosen j and k initial and final channels. Here sj (s
′
k) is the
angular momentum of the initial (final) pair, `j (`
′
k) is the angular momentum between the pair and
the spectator, J and M are the total angular momentum of the three particles and its projection,




k are the orientations of the
initial and final pair, which are related to the CMF scattering angle via cos Θ?kj = P̂
′?
k · P̂?j . The
functions ZJM`s contain the rotational dependence of the amplitude A, which are defined as











`s (P̂, q̂) = δJJ ′δMM ′δ``′δss′ . (4.13)
More details are in Appendix C.
We next discuss the relation between partial wave expansion, isobar representation, and finally
the isobar approximation. The partial wave expansion given by Eq. (4.11) is in principle an exact
representation of the amplitude in the physical region of 3 → 3 scattering. However, unlike the
analogous expansion in 2→ 2 scattering, the partial wave expansion cannot be used in practice in
the 3→ 3 case.
In practice, one needs to restrict the series to a finite number of partial waves. In the physical
region of 2 → 2 scattering, the low-energy behavior of the partial waves is determined by barrier
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factors due to the finite range of interactions. This suppresses the strength of higher partial waves at
threshold, provided the latter are regular in the cross channel Mandelstam variables. Cross channel
exchanges generate singularities that spoil the convergence of the partial wave series. However, in
the 2 → 2 kinematics, these singularities do not overlap with the direct channel physical region.
Therefore, the partial wave series can be safely truncated in a finite domain of CMF energies above
the two particle threshold.
This is not the case, for example, when one of the particles can decay to the other three,
and similarly it is never the case for 3 → 3 scattering. If we consider indistinguishable particles,
explicit Bose symmetry is lost for theMJ`′ks′k;`jsj partial waves, since the partial wave expansion in
the initial and final states singles out specific two-body channels. The symmetry is only recovered
upon resummation. The isobar representation, in principle, takes care of this problem. One writes
the connected 3→ 3 amplitude as a redundant sum of expansions in all the initial and final pairs
to make the symmetry explicit. Bose symmetry is thus preserved upon truncation.
As discussed above, one can manage only a finite number of terms in the sums over the sub-





to the isobar approximation, by representing the connected 3→ 3 amplitude as a sum over a finite























j , q̂j), (4.15)
as shown in Fig. 4.6. The truncation is reflected by “max” in the sums. We projected the isobar-
spectator amplitudes onto the total angular momentum J of the three particle system. In the
following, we refer to AJ`′ks′k;`jsj (σ
′
k, s, σj) as the partial wave isobar spectator (PWIS) amplitudes.
We emphasize that, while truncation in s′k and sj cannot be avoided in practice, unitarity is
diagonal in the total angular momentum. Amplitudes for each J are thus independent and can in
principle be resummed.
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Figure 4.6: Diagrammatic representation of the isobar approximation amplitude in Eq. (4.14).
The double lines with the black disk represents the isobar amplitude fsj (σj), while the gray disk
represents the isobar-spectator amplitude Akj(p′;p). Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
We also stress that the PWIS amplitudes AJ`′ks′k;`jsj are not the genuine 3 → 3 partial wave
amplitudes MJ`′ks′k;`jsj in Eq. (4.11):
MJ`′ks′k;`jsj (σ
′
k, s, σj) = AJ`′ks′k;`jsj (σ
′





(σ′k, s, σj), (4.16)
whereXJ`′ks′k;`jsj
contains all the cross channel terms which recouple to the direct channel amplitude,
XJ`′ks′k;`jsj (σ
′









































The kinematic relations given in Appendix A can be used to write the cross channel variables in
terms of the direct channel variables.
Often in the literature, Bose symmetry is considered as a motivation for Eq. (4.14). However,
this is completely independent: the representation can be applied to the distinguishable particle
case (in this case the various Akj(p′;p) contain different physics and have different functional
forms), and Bose symmetry can be imposed to the expansion in Eq. (4.11) without requiring
an explicit sum over channels. For example we consider the pi+pi−pi0 → pi+pi−pi0 process in the
isoscalar vector channel, where the ω is observed. Thinking in isospin basis, where the three pions
are indistinguishable, and in the charge basis, where they are distinguishable, leads to the same
form of the amplitude, showing that Bose symmetry plays no role in defining the representation.
Isobars parameterize the 2 → 2 dynamics in a given subchannel and angular momentum
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state. Contrary to the 2 → 2 partial waves, they have only right hand singularities constrained
by unitarity. The isobars can have resonant or bound state poles. In the N/D formalism, the
isobars can be identified with the denominator function, where the left hand cuts are removed
via a dispersive integral [52]. In the following, we will ignore all left hand singularities of the
2 → 2 amplitudes, and identify their partial waves with the isobars. Although we do not need
to assume any resonant content for the isobars (e.g. we could use an isobar to describe the
pi+pi+ dynamics), it is a popular picture to think of them as a quasi-particle, and to identify
the invariant mass and angular momentum of the pair with the isobar mass and spin. Isobars are
customarily labeled with the name of the dominant resonance, if any. Isobars can be parameterized
as in Eq. (4.10). For example, the a1(1260) decays into three pions dominantly in the ρpi and σpi
channels [87]. If one chooses to perform a truncated partial wave expansion of the 3→ 3 amplitude
in only the ρpi → a1(1260) → ρpi channel, rescattering effects between the ρpi → σpi isobars are
ignored. The isobar approximation corrects this by including amplitudes for σpi → a1(1260)→ ρpi,
ρpi → a1(1260)→ σpi, and σpi → a1(1260)→ σpi.
The approximation is expected to be valid at low values of energy, where a finite number of
singularities dominate the amplitude. Moving to higher energies, the left hand cuts controlling the
crossed 2→ 4 processes will become relevant, and the behavior of the amplitude will be controlled
by analyticity in angular momentum, rather than direct-channel unitarity.
Since the isobar approximation includes the cross channel effects in the summation, the isobar-
spectator amplitudes contain only normal threshold singularities determined by unitarity. There-
fore, the analytic structure of each isobar-spectator amplitude in the energy variables, s, σj , and
σ′k, are determined by unitarity.
The problem of convergence in J is more severe. The 3 → 3 amplitude contains an OPE
process (see the last diagram in Fig. 4.5), which can go on-shell in the direct channel, and results
in an interaction of infinite range. In this case the cross channel singularities overlap with the
physical region and project onto an infinite number of partial waves. The analytic properties of
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the projected amplitude are highly nontrivial. We discuss them in detail in Section 5.2. However,
since the main goal in this and similar studies of three particle scattering is to identify the spectrum,
ultimately one needs to deal with amplitudes of well defined total angular momentum J . In other
words, these amplitudes diagonalize unitarity, which is the basis for analytic continuation and
identification of complex singularities as resonance poles. For this reason, in the following we will
not address the problem of convergence in J .
4.3.1 PWIS UNITARITY RELATIONS






k, s, σj)fsj (σj). (4.18)
The amputation reduces the number of terms in the isobar-spectator unitarity relation by making
use of subchannel unitarity in Eq. (4.9). However, the amputated PWIS amplitudes still have a
non-trivial dependence on the subchannel energies due to rescattering effects. As shown in detail in





















































× CJ`′′ns′′n;`′′r s′′r (σ′′n, s, σ′′r ) A˜J ∗`′′r s′′r ;`′ks′k(σ
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r , s, σ
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dσ′′n CJ`′′ns′′n;`jsj (σ′′n, s, σj)










k, s, σj)(1− δjk)Θ(1− cos2 θ?kj),
where CJ`′′ns′′n;`′′r s′′r (σ′′n, s, σ′′r ) is a purely kinematical recoupling coefficient between different interme-
diate state isobars,












The recoupling coefficients relate two different orientations of three particles in the same frame
[83, 85, 88]. Appendix C contains details on the derivation of the recoupling coefficients from the
rotational matrices in Eq. (4.12). The helicity angles and the CMF angle between particles j and
k, θ?kj , are functions of the invariants (cf. Appendix A).
The second term contains two integrals over the Dalitz region of the three-particles in the
intermediate state, where the physical region is bounded by σ
(th)
n ≤ σ′′n ≤ (
√
s−mn)2 and σ(−)r ≤
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Figure 4.7: Diagrammatic representation for the amputated PWIS unitarity relation in Eq. (4.19).
The black disks in the internal legs represent the isobars, which are amputated from the external
legs, see Eq. (4.18). The cuts across the OPE in the intermediate states yield recoupling coefficients.
Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
























Eq. (4.19) is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. Appendix C contains a sketch of the derivation of the am-
putated PWIS unitarity relations. The first term of Eq. (4.19) involves the direct propagation
of an isobar in the intermediate state, whereas the second, third, and fourth term involve the
exchange of a particle between isobars. The rescattering between isobars modifies the line shape
of the isobar amplitudes [89, 90]. The final term is the contribution from the OPE process, which
gives and additional imaginary part to the amplitude in the physical region. At this stage we have
not factored out the threshold factors from partial waves. This is straightforward to implement,
however we do not do it here as we consider angular momenta in S-wave in the next chapter.
We have used S-matrix theory to construct the unitarity relations for the 3 → 3 scattering
amplitude. The isobar model was used to aid in the construct and provide a systematic method to
truncate higher partial waves. In the following chapter, we introduce an on-shell representation for
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the PWIS amplitude which satisfy the unitarity relations in Eq. (4.19). We call this the B-matrix




In the previous chapter, we established the unitarity constraints and isobar representation for
elastic 3 → 3 scattering. We use the isobar representation to describe the 3 → 3 amplitude,
A = ∑Akj , where the indices k and j label the spectator particle in the final and initial state,
respectively. We refer to the Akj ’s as isobar-spectator amplitudes, since they can be pictured as
scattering of a quasi-particle, the isobar, and a stable spectator. The latter are expanded in partial
waves of the three-particle system. Unitarity constrains the 3→ 3 amplitudes on the real energy
axis, which results in specific relations involving the imaginary parts of the partial-wave-projected
isobar-spectator amplitudes. Unitarity alone does not uniquely specify partial wave amplitudes,
as evident, for example, in the K-matrix parametrization of 2→ 2 scattering amplitudes [51, 60].
We now discuss a specific parameterization for the isobar-spectator amplitudes which satisfies the
three-body and two-body unitarity. It is given as a solution of a set of linear integral equations
that involve, among others, the one particle exchange (OPE) as a driving term. We call this the
B-matrix parameterization and it satisfies,
Akj = Bkj + BknτnAnj , (5.1)
where B is the driving term that contains the OPE, τ is a known function of the phase space and
of the 2 → 2 amplitudes. The product formally represents an integration over the intermediate
isobar mass. In contrast to Ref. [84], we restrict the domain of the integrals to physical values of
energies. This enables us to use the experimentally accessible subchannel amplitudes and we also
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discuss the consequences of this restriction. We derive Eq. (5.1) for isobars with arbitrary spin s,
and for any value of the isobar-spectator orbital angular momentum `.
The B-matrix parameterization can be analytically continued to the complex energy plane and
in Sec. 5.2 we discuss aspects of its analytic properties. Specifically, the one particle exchange
process has some unique features, as it contains a kinematic singularity due to the exchange of a
real particle, which can be isolated from the full 3→ 3 scattering amplitude. In addition, we also
study the triangle amplitude that emerges from the B-matrix parameterization, and the relation
to the Bethe-Salpeter solution.
5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE B-MATRIX REPRESENTATION
Motivated by S-matrix theory, we present a parameterization for the PWIS amplitudes that satisfies
real axis unitarity given by Eq. (4.19). In the 2 → 2 case, the K-matrix, f−1 = K−1 − iρ2, is an
example of a parameterization satisfying unitarity. For the 3 → 3 case, we present the B-matrix
parameterization for the PWIS amplitudes. The B-matrix parameterization is a linear integral
equation for the amputated PWIS amplitudes that satisfy the unitarity relations Eq. (4.19):
A˜J`′ks′k;`jsj (σ
′


















n)A˜J`′′ns′′n;`jsj (σ′′n, s, σj),
(5.2)
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is a real function
that represents the short-distance three-body interactions unconstrained by unitarity, and τn is
the product of the isobar-spectator phase space between and of the isobar amplitude









The parameterization is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 5.1. The OPE amplitude is defined
as
Ekj(p′;p) = Fk(p′;p) 1
µ2jk − ujk − i
Fj(p′;p), (5.6)
where we note that the OPE only contributes to off-diagonal amplitudes, i.e. j 6= k. In principle,
the OPE could contain a regular function of the energy in addition to the pole term, however
unitarity only constrains the pole, and we assume all other real functions to be absorbed by
R. The amputated partial wave projected OPE amplitude E˜J`′ks′k;`jsj can be constructed using
Eqs. (4.15) and (4.18). By construction, R is defined to have no threshold singularities in the
three-particle physical region. The R represents the freedom of short-distance physics for the
scattering of three particles, and can be any real function. The function R contains information on
three body resonances, and can be modeled with pole terms similar to the K-matrix in the 2→ 2
case, so long as there are no singularities in the physical region of the amplitude. In an effective field
theory approach, it represents a low order polynomial of contact interactions. For simplicity, in the
following we assume the latter for R. Appendix D illustrates how the B-matrix parameterizations
satisfies the amputated PWIS unitarity relations. Aspects of its analytical properties are examined
in Sec. 5.2.
The B-matrix parameterization in Eq. (5.2) differs from Mai et al. [84] in the lower limit of
the integral: the latter is derived using Lippman-Schwinger equations with a relativistic potential
model, and includes contributions from the unphysical subthreshold region, σn < σ
(th)
n . Obviously,
both parameterization have the same imaginary part in the physical region, since both satisfy
unitarity.
For notational simplicity, let A˜kj(s) ≡ A˜J`′k,s′k;`j ,sj (σ
′
k, s, σj), so that the amplitudes are matrices
in the isobar sub-energies and angular momenta, which are indicated by the spectator indices.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Diagrammatic representation of the B-matrix parameterization in Eq. (5.2). The
gray disk represent the amputated PWIS, and the gray box the B-matrix. (b) The B-matrix is
composed of a short-range real R amplitude, and the OPE E , see Eq. (5.3). Figure adapted from
Ref. [4].
Equation (5.2) is then a matrix relation with the integrations over intermediate isobars formally
represented as matrix multiplications. Recalling that we work with the convention that isobars
exists only in the (12) and (32) channels, we write the B-matrix parameterization as the set of
coupled equations
A˜13(s) = B˜13(s) + B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜33(s), (5.7a)
A˜33(s) = B˜31(s)τ1(s)A˜13(s), (5.7b)
with the other two amplitudes given by a similar set of equations,
A˜31(s) = B˜31(s) + B˜31(s)τ1(s)A˜11(s), (5.8a)
A˜11(s) = B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜31(s). (5.8b)
The Eqs. (5.7) can be combined into one integral equation for A˜13,
A˜13(s) = B˜13(s) +K11(s)τ1(s)A˜13(s), (5.9)
where the kernel K11 is
K11(s) = B˜13(s)τ3(s)B˜31(s). (5.10)
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Similarly, Eqs. (5.8) give
A˜31(s) = B˜31(s) +K33(s)τ3(s)A˜31(s), (5.11)
where the kernel K33 is given by exchanging the 1↔ 3 indices in Eq. (5.10). Eqs. (5.9) and (5.11)
can be formally inverted to yield the solutions,
A˜13(s) = [1−K11(s)τ1(s)]−1 B˜13(s), (5.12a)
A˜33(s) = [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s), (5.12b)
A˜31(s) = [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1 B˜31(s), (5.12c)
A˜11(s) = [1−K11(s)τ1(s)]−1K11(s), (5.12d)
Several terms can be identified in the kernels, Kkj(s) = Gkj(s)+Hkj(s)+T (1)kj (s)+T (2)kj (s), where G
is a bubble diagram, H is a box diagram, and the T ’s are triangle diagrams, generated by integrals

















These diagrams occur in the denominators of the amplitudes in Eqs. (5.12), cf. Fig. 5.2. They
differ to the Feynman diagrams obtained in a perturbative QFT since the integrations are only
over the physical region, changing the analytic structure below threshold (see Sec. 5.2).
The solutions can be interpreted as an infinite series of exchange and bubble diagrams. For
example, expanding the solution for A˜13,
A˜13(s) = B˜13(s) +K11(s)τ1(s)B˜13(s)
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Figure 5.2: The denominator of the B-matrix parameterization contains four primitive diagrams
associated with the rescattering of the B-matrix: (a) bubble diagram, (b) and (c) triangle diagrams,
and (d) box diagram. Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
The first term is the OPE and contact interaction, the second term is a ladder diagram with three
exchanges, and various combinations of bubbles and OPE, and so on. The unitarization of bubble
diagrams has been considered in quasi-two-body models [1, 91–93]. In these models it is easy to
show how additional cuts appear in the unphysical sheets due to the isobar decay.
Three-body resonances manifest as poles in the complex s-plane of the scattering amplitude.




Thus, we can write the full 3 → 3 amplitude in terms of a single Fredholm determinant. The
determinants are independent of the external isobar energies, and the intermediate integrations
will modify the phase space factors to incorporate rescattering effects. Resonance poles can be
determined by solving
det [1−K11(s)τ1(s)] = 0. (5.16)
The B-matrix solutions are real-boundary values of analytic functions in the complex s-plane. The
physical amplitudes are defined by s → s + i, σj → σj + i, and σ′k → σ′k + i. Aspects of its
analytic properties are discussed in the following section.
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5.2 ASPECTS OF ANALYTIC PROPERTIES
In this section, we examine the singularities of the OPE amplitude and the triangle diagram from
the B-matrix parameterization. We numerically evaluate an amplitude where all external particles
have unit mass (m1 = m2 = m3 = 1) and coupling. In these studies, the units are arbitrary.
For simplicity, we consider S-waves only, i.e. J(`′s′)k(`s)j = 0(00)k(00)j . Generalizing to nonzero
angular momenta does not change the analytic properties.
5.2.1 ONE PARTICLE EXCHANGE
As seen in Eqs. (5.13), the building block for the B-matrix kernels is the OPE amplitude. Projecting
Eq. (5.6) using Eq. (4.15) gives the S-wave OPE amplitude,



















where λ(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 − 2(ab + bc + ca) is the Ka¨lle´n triangle function. Eq. (5.18). We
investigate the OPE as a function of s for fixed real σj and σ
′
k. The imaginary part of the OPE is
Im E˜Skj(σ′k, s, σj) =
pi
4|p?j ||p′?k |
Θ(1− |zkj |2), (5.19)
which is given by the unitarity relations in Eq. (4.19). The OPE has four branch points in s, one














j + σj + σ
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which depend on the isobar invariant masses. The momenta in the denominator do not contribute
additional branch points, because the logarithm vanishes and cancel the singularity, as expected
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from the S–wave threshold behavior. The s
(±)
kj branch points are in general complex. There are





kj , called the real particle exchange (RPE) cut. The VPE cut is associated
with the exchange of a virtual particle, generating long-range forces. Historically, the RPE cut is
associated with the exchange of a real particle between isobars, i.e. when it is kinematically allowed
for an isobar to decay. This corresponds to when the RPE branch points lie on the real axis above
the isobar-spectator threshold. If the isobar invariant masses are below the decay threshold, then
the RPE branch points move in the complex plane below the isobar-spectator threshold. For
convenience, however, we will always call this the RPE cut, and emphasize that a real particle
exchange occurs only if it is kinematically accessible. Note that although the value of the isobar
mass dictates the physics of the OPE, the OPE is blind to the decay products of the isobar and




We can understand the analytic structure of the OPE by writing a dispersive representation in
s. Eq. (5.19) is nonzero in two regions, leading to the relation


















where ΓV is the contour over the VPE cut and ΓR is the contour over the RPE cut. The integrand
has four branch points associated with the thresholds and pseudo-thresholds of the initial and final











2}) has a cut running to +∞, and the other two branch points have a branch cut joining them.
The contour ΓV is always taken above the real axis, whereas the contour ΓR depends on the
external masses. The physical amplitude is defined as the boundary value when s→ s+ i , below
the RPE cut.
For fixed σj > σ
(th)
j , the RPE cut can be categorized by different regions in σ
′
k. In Fig. 5.3,
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Figure 5.3: Cut structure of the OPE integrand Eq. (5.19) in the s′-plane, and the OPE integration
paths for the RPE contour (ΓR in red) and the VPE contour (ΓV in blue) for the dispersive
integral Eq. (5.21). The four cases as a function of σ′1 are: (a) σ
′
1 ≥ σ(b)1 , (b) σ(a)1 ≤ σ′1 ≤ σ(b)1 ,
(c) σ
(th)
1 ≤ σ′1 ≤ σ(a)1 , and (d) σ′1 ≤ σ(th)1 . Real particle exchange cannot occur in case (d). In the
logarithmic representation Eq. (5.17), the RPE cut is circular. Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
these regions. Assuming a small imaginary part µ2jk → µ2jk − i, the RPE branch points have a
finite imaginary part for σ′k < σ
(th)
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Figure 5.4: Motion of s
(±)
13 in the s-plane as a function of σ
′
1 for fixed σ3 = 4.41, and unit external
masses, m1 = m2 = m3 = 1. Shown in red is s
(+)
13 and in blue s
(−)
13 . The points indicate various σ
′
1
values. Note that the physical region begins at σ′1 = 4. The inset shows the infinitesimal region
where s
(−)
13 curve crosses the real axis at the points σ
(a)
1 = 4.1 and σ
(b)
1 = 5.81. The labels (a)-(d)
indicate the regions described in the text and depicted in Fig. 5.3. Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
We can therefore classify the regions according to when the RPE branch points are both in the
upper-half plane or when they approach the real axis.
(a) σ′k ≥ σ(b)k , see region (a) in Fig. 5.4. Here s(−)kj is below the real axis, and s(+)kj is above the




2. Real particle exchange in this case has consequences when considering the
OPE processes embedded in the triangle diagram, which is discussed in the next section. For
k = 1 and j = 3, Fig. 5.3(a) shows the RPE and VPE contours, ΓR and ΓV , respectively.
Note that in the logarithmic representation, the RPE cut is circular, whereas in the dispersive














crossing the real axis. This is the typical case when considering the exchange of a real particle,
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illustrated in Fig. 5.3(b). Note that when σ′k = σj for equal masses mj = mk, then the
integrand branch points merge into pole singularities.
(c) σ
(th)
k ≤ σ′k ≤ σ(a)k , see region (c) in Fig. 5.4. The RPE branch points again wrap around the




(d) σ′k ≤ σ(th)k , see region (d) in Fig. 5.4. The branch points s(±)kj move deep into the complex
plane, as shown in Fig. 5.3(d). In this region, the isobar cannot decay, and therefore it is
unphysical for the 3→ 3 elastic scattering. Real particle exchange cannot occur, leaving only
the virtual contributions.
If we evaluate the OPE along the real s-axis in regions (a) or (c), we find that the real part of
the OPE has a jump due to crossing the RPE cut. In the logarithmic representation, this crossing









k − 2µ2jk + σj + σ′k
+
(
4(m2j − σj)(m2k − σ′k)
+ (m2j +m
2




When choosing a different contour for ΓR in the dispersive representation, the location of this
crossing depends on where real axis crosses the chosen contour.
These cases are illustrated in Fig. 5.3 for spectators k = 1 and j = 3. We plot the OPE
amplitudes, Eq. (5.17), as a function of s for fixed σ3 and σ
′
1 in Fig. 5.5. Figure 5.5(a) shows the
OPE computed at σ′1 in region (a). At this energy, the s
(−)
kj is below the real axis, and the RPE
cut wraps around the real axis, passing below the threshold (
√
σ′1 + m1)
2. The jump in the real
part at s
(0)
13 is due to crossing the RPE cut. Figure 5.5(b), is evaluated at σ
′
1 in region (b), where
both branch points are above the real axis. Here, we illustrate that as σ′1 decreases, the width of
the imaginary part decreases and the peak increases. The narrowing imaginary region physically
represents that less phase space is available for real particle propagation in the intermediate state.




















































































Figure 5.5: OPE amplitudes Eq. (5.17) for external masses m1 = m2 = m3 = 1 at fixed σ3 = 4.41
for the four regions depicted in Fig. 5.3: (a) σ′1 = 3.24 representing the unphysical region, (b)
4.04, where the RPE cut wraps around the real axis, (c) 4.41, where the RPE branch points are
above the real axis, and (d) 7.29 where the RPE cut wraps around the real axis. The insets show
the contribution from the VPE cut. For these values, the inflection points are σ
(a)
1 = 4.1 and
σ
(b)
1 = 5.81. The real and imaginary parts of the OPE Eq. (5.17) at σ
′
1 = 7.29 in the complex
s-plane are shown in (e) and (f), respectively. The discontinuity at s = s
(0)
13 = 13.31 occurs when
evaluating the OPE across the RPE cut. Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
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jump in the real part at s
(0)
13 from crossing the RPE cut. The final case is illustrated in Fig. 5.5(d),
where the OPE computed in the unphysical region (d). There is an imaginary part due to the VPE
cut only, as it is kinematically inaccessible for the exchange of a real particle. The jump in the
real part at s
(0)
13 comes from crossing the RPE cut. Figures 5.5(e) and 5.5(f) shows a 3-dimensional
plot of the real and imaginary part of the logarithmic representation of the OPE, Eq. (5.17). The
circular cut is clearly visible connecting the RPE branch points. The physical region is taken as
the region approaching the real axis, below the RPE cut.
To summarize, the analytic structure of the OPE is given by two branch cuts, the VPE and
RPE cuts. The VPE cut is present for −∞ < s ≤ 0, and is associated with the exchange of an
off-shell particle. For physical isobars, the RPE cut is in the physical region. We have shown
different scenarios, identified by the isobar masses, in which the RPE branch points can approach
the physical region, which impact the structure of the B-matrix kernels.
5.2.2 TRIANGLE DIAGRAMS
To understand resonance poles of 3→ 3 systems, the analytic structure of the B-matrix parame-
terization, Eq. (5.12) must be understood in the complex s-plane. This means understanding the
properties of the B-matrix kernels. Here, we investigate the triangle diagram, and leave the box
diagram for future studies. Let us work with the triangle TB ≡ T (2)11 introduced in Eq. (5.13c),
where all angular momenta are in S-wave. For convenience, let R˜ = 1, thus the amplitudes are








3 )E˜S31(σ′′3 , s, σ1), (5.24)
where τ3(s, σ
′′






3 ) , and the dependence of TB on σ1 has been understood.













σ̂ − σ′′3 − i
, (5.25)
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3 )E˜S31(σ′′3 , s, σ1)
σ̂ − σ′′3 − i
. (5.26)
We see the σ′′3 -integral does not depend on f3(σ̂), so for simplicity we take the narrow width limit
Im f3(σ̂) = piδ(σ̂ −M2) , where M is the mass of the isobar. The narrow width limit shifts the
unitarity cut in the triangle diagram to begin at the threshold s = (M +m3)
2. However, for a
general isobar shape, Eq. (5.26) can be used to sum over its distribution, recovering the correct









3 )E˜S31(σ′′3 , s, σ1)
M2 − σ′′3 − i
. (5.27)
Figure 5.6 shows the triangle diagram in consideration. The B-matrix triangle contains singularities
on the physical sheet. These are due to the s-singularities in ρ3 and E˜S13, and to endpoint singular-
ities when the integration limits hit the σ′′3 -singularities of the integrand. The upper integration
limit gives a branch cut for s < 0. Since ρ3(s, σ
′′






there is a pole at s = 0. When the integration variable hits the lower limit σ′′3 = σ
(th)
3 , there are




3 ±m3)2 = (m1 + m2 ±m3)2. In the narrow width
limit, the unitarity cut opens when the upper limit of the integral hits the pole in the isobar prop-
agator, for s = (M +m3)
2. On the real s-axis, the OPE has a discontinuity in the real part when




3 . This discontinuity from crossing the RPE cut is present in TB. Two




3 , which are defined in
Eqs. (5.22). The OPE pinches the real axis at σ′′3 = σ
(a)
3 , and generates a singularity in TB at the
initial state threshold s = (
√
σ1 +m1)
2. This can be understood by realizing that the OPE branch
points, Eq. (5.20), can alternatively be written in terms of σ′′3 as a function of s for fixed σ1. The
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µ31 = m2
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Figure 5.6: The triangle diagram TB contribution to the kernel K11. We take the isobar to have a
narrow width with mass M . For numerical evaluations, m1 = m3 = µ31 = 1. Figure adapted from
Ref. [4].
















+ (m21 − s)(m23 − µ213)− σ21






3 lies infinitesimally below the real axis in the physical region. Figure 5.7 shows the motion
of σ
′′(±)
3 in the complex σ
′′
3 -plane as a function of s for fixed σ1. At the three particle threshold,
s = (m1 +m2 +m3)
2, the branch points have finite imaginary part and are on opposite sides in the






pinch the real axis at σ′′3 = σ
(a)
3 . Since the TB integration is on the real axis starting from σ(th)3 ,
the integration path is pinched, causing a singularity in TB at s = (√σ1 + m1). At σ′′3 = σ(b)3 ,
the branch point migrates back below the real axis at a value greater than the threshold σ
(th)
3
close to the real axis. When M2 > σ
(b)
3 , this effect generates the triangle singularity [86, 94, 95].
The triangle singularity has been studied as a possible mechanism to explain anomalous structures
observed in heavy flavor experiments [30, 96–98]. The peak of the triangle singularity coincides
with the s
(−)
31 branch point, i.e. str = s
(−)
31 .
Aside for the unitarity branch cut starting at s = (M + m3)
2 and the triangle singularity,
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Figure 5.7: Motion of the σ
′′(±)
3 in the σ
′′
3 -plane as a function of s for fixed σ1. Shown in red
is σ
′′(+)
3 and in blue σ
′′(−)
3 . The points indicate various s values starting from the three particle
threshold, s = (m1 + m2 + m3)
2 = 9. The inset shows that the branch points pinch the real σ′1
axis at s = (
√
σ1 +m1)
2 = 16, which is responsible for a pinch singularity in TB. Figure adapted
from Ref. [4].
singularities are moved to the second sheet when we consider the integration over the isobar shape,
cf. Eq. (5.26), leaving only the unitarity cut starting at s = (m1 + m2 + m3)
2 and the triangle
singularity.
We compare the structure of Eq. (5.27) with that of a Feynman diagram triangle in a QFT







s′ − s− i , (5.29)
where ΓT is the path from the threshold (M+m3)
2 to∞, and the S-wave amplitudes are normalized
according to Eq. (4.15). Figure 5.8 shows the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the two
triangle diagrams TF and TB, below the region of the triangle singularity. Notice that the Feynman
triangle has only a normal threshold singularity at s = (M +m3)


























Figure 5.8: Real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the Feynman triangle diagram, Eq. (5.29)
(gray), the B-matrix triangle, Eq. (5.27) (blue), and the Mai et al. triangle, Eq. (5.30) (red). The
external masses are set to unity, and the external isobar masses are σ′1 = 9 and M
2 = 25. The
dashed vertical lines indicate the locations of singularities in the B-matrix as described in the text:
(from left to right) the s = 0 singularity (where the explicit 1/s pole in ρ3(s, σ
′′
3 ) makes TB and










the crossing of the RPE cut at s = s
(0)
31 = 14.64, the initial state threshold s = (
√
σ1 +m1) = 16,
and the normal threshold singularity at s = (M + m3)
2 = 36. The red dashed line indicates the
pinch singularity at s = (
√
σ1 −m1)2 = 4 that occurs only in TM . Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
The imaginary parts of both triangles are identical above threshold, as required by unitarity. The
B-matrix triangle has noticeable kinks in both the real and imaginary parts below threshold,
corresponding to the singularities discussed above. The black dashed lines indicate the location of
the singularities. Starting from low energy, the first additional singularity is the s = 0 singularity










which are from the phase space evaluated at the lower integration limit. The real part contains
a singularity from evaluating the OPE across the RPE cut. Note that the imaginary part does
not contain this jump, consistent with the OPE description in the previous section. The next
singularity occurs at the initial state threshold s = (
√
σ1 + m1)
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Figure 5.9: The B-matrix triangle Eq. (5.27) in with the triangle singularity. Shown in black are
the real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts evaluated at σ1 = 4.41 and M
2 = 4.41. Shown in
red are the real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of the OPE piece of the triangle, Eq. (5.17),
where σ′′3 = M
2. The blue dashed lines indicate the threshold (M +m3)
2 = 13.7641 and the lower
RPE branch point at s
(−)
31 = str = 13.8619. The normal threshold accounts for the first peak in
the triangle diagram, while the second peak is caused by the triangle singularity. Note we scaled
the triangle diagram to account for the phase space normalization of the triangle. Figure adapted
from Ref. [4].
of the σ′′3 contours by the OPE branch points. Finally the normal threshold at s = (M + m3)
2.
Figure 5.9 shows TB and the OPE in the region where the triangle singularity develops. The line
shape shows the production threshold at (M + m3)
2, and the peak at s = str. The OPE branch
point s
(−)
31 clearly coincides with the triangle peak.
Figure 5.10 shows the TB and TF as a function of s at fixed σ1 and varying M2 in the region
below and above M2 = σ
(b)
3 . Figure 5.10(a) shows the real parts, and Fig. 5.10(b) shows the
imaginary parts. At M2 = σ
(b)
3 , the triangle singularity develops, corresponding to when s =
s
(−)
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(c)
Figure 5.10: The Feynman triangle Eq. (5.29) and the B-matrix triangle Eq. (5.27) in the vicinity
of the triangle singularity for fixed σ1 = 4.41 and varying M
2 in the range 5.33 ≤ M2 ≤ 7.34.
TB is shown with solid lines, TF is shown with dashed lines. Real parts are shown in (a) and
imaginary parts in (b). The imaginary parts for TF and TB coincide in this region. For σ1 = 4.41,
the triangle singularity region begins at M2 = σ
(b)
3 = 5.81, which manifest as a second threshold
in the line shape beginning at s = s
(−)
31 = str = 11.63. The corresponding orientation of the OPE
branch points are illustrated in (c). Figure adapted from Ref. [4].
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Figure 5.10(c) shows the RPE cut of the OPE in the s-plane at the corresponding values for
the triangle amplitude.
We also compare the B-matrix triangle with the analogous one from Maiet al. [84], that we







3 )E˜S31(σ′′3 , s, σ1)
M2 − σ′′3 − i
, (5.30)
where we take their contact term equal to unity, and the lower integration limit in their model
accounts for the physics in the unphysical region. As σ′′3 → −∞, the OPE amplitude goes like
1/σ′′3 , while the phase space grows as σ
′′
3 , thus the integrand goes like 1/σ
′′
3 and the function is
logarithmically divergent. Numerically, we choose to cut off the integral at some large value, e.g.
−200 to investigate the behavior. For TM , all lower limit endpoint singularities in s from the phase
space and OPE are moved toward −∞. The s = 0 pole from the phase space persist, and the
normal threshold singularity at s = (M+m3)
2 is present since it is from the upper limit. The pinch
singularity at s = (
√
σ1 +m1)
2 is also present, as well as the pinch singularity at s = (
√
σ1−m1)2,























kj = 0). This pinch singularity is absent in the B-matrix triangle, as the integral is
only over the physical region. Figure 5.8 compares the line shapes of all three triangles, TB, TF ,
and TM . Although TM has a logarithmic divergence, we fix the lower integration limit to −200. We
see how the line shape below threshold smooths out except at the remaining singularities, shown
with the black dashed lines. The red dashed line indicates the second pinch singularity in TM .
The Feynman triangle can be recovered from TM with the method discussed by Aitchison and
Pasquier [81], where the isobar approximation for 1→ 3 decays was studied. Using their inversion
technique, it was found that the Feynman triangle can be written as a dispersive integral over the
isobar invariant mass as in Ref. [84], plus additional terms. The latter are real in the physical
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region, but cure the below threshold singularities shown in the B-matrix. The additional terms
also cancel the logarithmic divergence, leaving a finite amplitude. The addition of terms which
cancel the unphysical singularities can be traced to what is chosen for R. The R-matrix has
the freedom to absorb these differences as they modify the structure below threshold, leaving the
physical region unchanged.
5.2.3 REMOVAL OF UNPHYSICAL SINGULARITIES
As shown, the B-matrix parameterization contains additional singularities which do not match
the expected analytic behavior of the amplitudes. This happens in both our formulation and
Maiet al. [84]. The formalism only considers unitarity, which constrains the singularities in the
physical region. Imposing additional constraints from analyticity would in principle remove these
extraneous singularities, as in the 2 → 2 case. One possible venue for improving that is to
substitute the B-matrix kernels, Eq. (5.13), with the Feynman one. This is in the same spirit of
the Chew-Mandelstam phase space in the 2→ 2 parameterizations, which removes the unphysical
singularities of the phase space. Although the kernels will now have the proper analytic structure
(no physical sheet singularities except for the unitarity cut), the resulting amplitude will still
contain singularities from iterating the kernel. Consider the solution for A˜33 in Eq. (5.12b), where






s′ − s− i . (5.32)
Now expand the solution Eq. (5.12b) in an infinite series,
A˜33 = KF33(s) +KF33(s)τ3(s)KF33(s) + · · · . (5.33)
The first term is the kernel, composed of Feynman diagrams which have the correct analytic
properties. Let the kernel consist only of the triangle diagram, then the second term is two Feynman
triangles joined with a τ -function. The equivalent Feynman diagram would have two exchanges
integrated over the four-momenta, which is not equivalent to what is shown in Eq. (5.33) due to the
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τ -function. This diagram, as well as the higher-order ones, contain non-analyticities in a similar
manner to what was shown for the triangle diagram. The unintegrated singularities from the phase
space are always present. Therefore the simple kernel substitution does not produce the correct
analytic behavior in the B-matrix solution. However, it can still be advantageous, as it corrects
some of the unphysical singularities in the present B-matrix solution.
The remaining singularities should disappear if one was to solve the proper Bethe-Salpeter
equations of the underlying QFT. The B-matrix parameterization is indeed reminiscent of that
for 2 → 2 scattering. We examine some differences between these formalisms. The B-matrix
parameterization is a covariant integral equation for the on-shell isobar-spectator amplitudes. It
satisfies unitarity relations and does not have additional imposed constraints from analyticity.
Thus, for complex energies on the physical Riemann sheet, the B-matrix parameterization contains
the unitarity cut, and has additional s-singularities from the τ and OPE.
The Bethe-Salpeter equation is a covariant integral equations that incorporate an infinite num-
ber of exchanges for any given QFT [74]. Solving it amounts to summation of exchange diagrams,
similarly to the B-matrix. The resulting amplitudes are analytic functions in the complex s-plane,
as the QFT amplitudes inherently obey analyticity constraints. The physical sheet thus has only
the allowed singularities, such as the unitarity cut and possible bound state poles. Lippmann-
Scwhinger equations are nonrelativistic equations for the scattering amplitude in a given potential
model. The B-matrix has similarities to the Lippmann-Schwinger equations in that both involve in
a three-dimensional integral over the momenta [84]. In this work however, we focus on the physical
region, and truncate the isobar mass integration appropriately. Conversely, the Bethe-Salpeter
equation contains integrations over four-momenta, which results in integrating over the off-shell
behavior of the amplitude. Introducing dispersive integrations in the B-matrix amounts to the
same procedure, and would remove the unphysical singularities.
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Chapter 6
EQUIVALENCE OF THREE-BODY FORMALISMS
In finite volume studies for lattice QCD, substantial progress has been made to understand the
connection between discrete energy levels and properties of hadron scattering amplitudes [40–50].
In the case of 2 → 2 scattering the two-particle finite volume spectrum constrains the values
of the infinite volume partial wave amplitudes via the Lu¨scher quantization condition [9]. The
multi-variable nature of 3 → 3 scattering amplitudes makes the derivation of the finite volume
quantization condition much more complicated and different groups have approached the problem
from a different angle. For example, in Refs. [40–44] the authors introduce amplitudes labeled by
subchannel spins and the spectator 3-momenta. Furthermore, ladder diagrams generated by OPE
are considered independently from other interactions. This implies that partial wave projection to
total spin, which is necessary if one is interested in extracting properties of three-body resonances,
would be performed after resummation of the OPE ladder. On the other hand, in Refs. [45, 46],
the quantization conditions are derived starting from a set of amplitudes projected onto the total
and subchannel spins from the start, i.e. before OPE resummation, in a spirit close to our work.
In Refs. [47–49] the quantization conditions are derived in a nonrelativistic EFT framework, and
the direct comparison with our S-matrix approach is more complicated. It is more interesting to
discuss the differences with Refs. [40–43]. Since we do not aim to address the subtleties of the finite
volume here, we compare with the infinite volume equations derived in there on the basis of the
finite volume formalism. For simplicity we ignore coupling to the 2-body channel. In Refs. [40–43],
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the 3→ 3 connected amplitude is denoted by M33(~k,~k′) (see Eq. (112) in Ref. [43]). It contains
the resummed OPE ladder and the amputated amplitude T33(~k,~k′) that is generated by the kernel
Kdf,33(~k,~k′), which is analogous to our driving term R˜J`′ks′k;`jsj (σ
′
k, s, σj). Both the OPE ladder
and the amplitude T33(~k,~k′) are solutions of linear integral equations (see Eqs. (87) and (106) in
Ref. [43]), which are analogous to our Eq. (5.2).
6.1 CONNECTING THE R-MATRIX TO Kdf
To further illustrate the connection between our amplitudes and those of Ref. [40,43], and consider
the case of three identical particles in S-waves. The phase space ρ2 (Eq. (4.6)) of the two particle
subsystem gains a factor 1/2! to account for their identical nature. Furthermore, we shall consider
the infinite sum over all partial wave amplitudes.
The resulting unitarity relations have a similar form as in Eq. (4.19). In matrix notation, one
finds
Im A˜ = Im E˜ + Im E˜ρ3fA˜+ A˜∗f∗ρ3 Im E˜
+ A˜∗ρ3 Im fA˜+ A˜∗f∗ρ3 Im E˜ρ3fA˜,
(6.1)
where the matrices are in the σ′, σ space with f and ρ3 diagonal matrices. The S-wave projection
of the OPE is given by the symmetric matrix E˜ , and is found by the inverse relation of Eq. (4.15) on
the OPE amplitude in Eq. (5.6). It is straightforward to show that the B-matrix parameterization
(cf. Eq. (5.2)), A˜ = B˜ + B˜ρ3fA˜, i.e.
A˜ = [1− (E˜ + R˜)ρ3f ]−1(E˜ + R˜) (6.2)
satisfies the unitarity relation, Eq. (6.1). Moreover, after simple manipulations, Eq. (6.2) can be
rewritten as
A = fA˜f = D + L[1− R˜ρ3L]−1R˜L> (6.3)
where the D amplitude is the ladder sum of OPE, given by
D = f E˜f + f E˜ρ3D (6.4)
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and L ≡ f +Dρ3. Finally we introduce the amplitude T satisfying
T = R˜+ R˜ρ3LT , (6.5)
and obtain an expression closely resembling that in Refs. [40, 43],
A = D + LT L>. (6.6)
The difference between Eq. (6.6) and the corresponding expression for M(u,u)33 in Refs. [40, 43] is
in the definition of L. In our notation, the L of Refs. [40, 43] contains an additional 1/3 constant,
and the f and D matrices contain an extra factor of ρ2.
The extra ρ2 factor originates from a definition of amputation. We have defined our amputated
amplitudes at the level of partial waves, so that A = f A˜ f , whereas the equations of Refs. [40,43]
define there amputation for the full amplitudes. This can be seen when separating the four-point







(2pi)δ(E′k − 2ω′k)Fk(kˆ′)Akj (2pi)δ(Ej − 2ωj)Fj(kˆ)
−→ fk ρ2Akj ρ2 fj . (6.7)
Keeping track of these ρ2 factors yields the same structure as that in Refs. [40, 43]. Finally, the
1/3 factor is due to how the equations in Refs. [40, 43] consider a symmeterized Kdf, whereas we









where U = iρ2 + 13f−1 − 13 Im E˜ . It is straightforward to show that this equation is real, which
is required by unitarity. Eq. (6.8) represents a resummation of diagrams, in which the symmetric
treatment of final state interactions are disentangled from the rest of the amplitudes. The choice
of using R˜ versus Kdf is still not understood, and may impact numerical results, which is currently
under study.
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Although these analogies should be verified with care, two main differences appear. One is in
the treatment of the OPE dynamics, which in Ref. [43] is resummed before projection onto the total
spin and in our case the projection is done first. It is likely that these approaches will ultimately
prove to be equivalent, since in practical applications only a finite number of partial waves in total
spin or spectator momentum components can be kept. One can also consider our formalism in the
finite volume by relating integrals over the isobar invariant mass to discrete sums. This approach
would lead to a quantization condition, similarly to what was shown by Ref. [45]. It remains to be
seen if a quantization condition derived in this manner is identical to that of Ref. [40]. This is an




We have shown that amplitudes constrained by S-matrix principles can describe the peripheral
production process pip → ηpip in the 2++ sector. Resonance parameters were extracted and two
resonances were found, corresponding to the a2 and the first excited state, the a
′
2. This analysis
serves as a template for further analyses, such as the full analysis of the η(′)pi system (including
the exotic P -wave), the 3pi system in pi−p → pi−pi−pi+p, where the first sector under study is
2−+ [1, 93], and resonance production at GlueX [99].
The success of the two-particle resonances naturally leads us to study analytic constraints for
three particle scattering processes. We have shown in this thesis a unitary representation for the
elastic 3→ 3 scattering amplitude for spinless particles. The 3→ 3 amplitude was described in the
isobar representation. We constructed the unitarity relations for the isobar-spectator amplitudes
for general partial wave quantum numbers. For a practical use, the infinite sums are truncated,
leading to the standard isobar approximation. We parameterize the isobar-spectator partial wave
amplitudes with the B-matrix formalism, which automatically satisfies the unitarity. The B-matrix
parameterization explicitly includes the one pion exchange as a long-range contribution required
by unitarity. The short-range part is not constrained by unitarity, and it can be incorporated by
a specific (model-dependent) choice of the parameterization. This gives to the framework enough
freedom to incorporate QCD resonances. The approach here differs from Maiet al. [84] in that the
2 → 2 amplitudes required as input are only needed to be known in the physical energy regions.
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The singularities of the OPE directly impact the analytic structure of the B-matrix kernels, and are
discussed explicitly for the triangle-like diagram. The singularities in the unphysical region of our
solution differ from the Maiet al. ones, and from the Feynman diagram triangle. This results in a
different value for the real part of the amplitudes in the physical region. Further studies are needed
to understand how to remove unexpected singularities from the B-matrix. We also compared our
formalism to the most recent ones discussed in the literature to extract three-body scattering
amplitudes from lattice QCD. In particular, the main difference with Refs. [40–44] consists in
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Appendix A
KINEMATICS FOR 3→ 3 REACTIONS
In this Appendix, we discuss some of the technical details of the kinematics for 3 → 3 processes.














Considering the particles j and k as spectators, then the recoiling two particles has a total mo-
mentum P?j = −p?j and P? ′k = −p′?k , for the initial and final system, respectively. The invariants
tjk and ujk are related to the CMF scattering angle between spectators via



































where z?jk = cos Θ
?








where µjk is the mass of the particle that is neither j nor k.
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The remaining variables needed to completely describe the 3→ 3 process are found by exam-
ining the IRFs. The initial IRFj and final IRF
′
k are defined when Pj = 0 and P
′
k = 0, respectively.
We use the convention that initial and final state variables are evaluated in their own respective
IRF. The momentum of the first particle in the initial pair is denoted as qj in the IRFj . Similarly,
the first particle in the final pair is q′k in the IRF
′
k. For example, for the final spectator 3 in the
IRF′3, q
′
3 is the final momentum of particle 1, and in the IRF1 of spectator 1, q1 is the initial






































for the initial state. The helicity angles of the first particle in the IRFs are given by χj and χ
′
k,
for the initial and final states, respectively. The helicity angles are defined w.r.t. the opposite
line-of-flight of the spectator. The azimuthal angles for the initial and final state are γj and γ
′
k,
respectively. The azimuthal angles are defined as the angle between the plane of the two particles
in the CMF, and the IRFs, cf. Fig. 4.3. Note that the azimuthal angles γj and γ
′
k are invariant







The invariant masses of the other two pairs in their respective frames are related to the helicity
102
angles. For example, in the IRF′3,






































DERIVATION OF 3→ 3 UNITARITY RELATIONS
In this appendix we derive the general elastic unitarity relations for the 3 → 3 elastic scattering
of distinguishable spinless particles [79, 80, 86]. For convenience, in this section we adopt the
notation that the normalization of a single particle state is 〈p′k|pj〉 = (2pi)3 2ωjδ(3)(p′k − pj)δjk ≡
δ˜(p′k − pj)δjk, and the invariant measure is d˜pj ≡ d3pj/(2pi)3 2ωj . The S-matrix is a unitary
operator, S†S = 1, which implies that T − T † = iT †T , where S = 1+ iT . We consider the system
in an energy range above the three particle threshold, but below the first inelastic threshold,
sth ≤ s < sinel . Taking matrix elements of this operator between initial and final states |p〉 and
|p′〉, and inserting the completeness relation 1 = ∫ d˜p′′1 d˜p′′2 d˜p′′3 |p′′〉 〈p′′|, gives the unitarity relation






3 〈p′|T † |p′′〉 〈p′′|T |p〉 . (B.1)
Since T = Td + Tc, where Td =
∑
j 1j ⊗ T (j), then the matrix element is
〈p′|T |p〉 = 〈p′|Tc |p〉+
∑
j
δ˜(p′j − pj) 〈p′|T (j) |p〉 . (B.2)
The matrix elements 〈p′|T † |p〉 are equal to 〈p′|T |p〉∗ by the property of Hermitian analyticity
[86,100]. Thus the left hand side of Eq. (B.1) gives the imaginary part of the matrix element,
LHS = 2i Im 〈p′|Tc |p〉+
∑
j
δ˜(p′j − pj)2i Im 〈p′|T (j) |p〉 . (B.3)



























The fourth term contains two cases, one where j = k, and one where j 6= k, so we split the sum
into the two distinct terms∑
j,k









δ˜(p′′k − p′k)δ˜(p′′j − pj) 〈p′|T (k) † |p′′〉 〈p′′|T (j) |p〉 .
(B.5)
We can write δ˜(p′′j − p′j)δ˜(p′′j − pj) = δ˜(p′j − pj)δ˜(p′′j − pj) in the first term in Eq. (B.5), thus we
can identify the disconnected unitarity relation as being proportional to the spectator singularity
δ˜(p′j − pj),




j2 〈p′|T (j) † |p′′〉 〈p′′|T (j) |p〉 , (B.6)
and the connected unitarity relation

























The momenta with j1 and j2 in Eq. (B.6) identify the first and second particle in the pair. Sub-
stituting Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) into Eqs. (B.6) and (B.7), and evaluating the phase space integrals
105
yield the unitarity relations Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7).
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Appendix C
DERIVATION OF PWIS UNITARITY RELATIONS
Using the assumption of the isobar model Eq. (4.14), we derive a set of unitarity relations for the
amputated PWIS amplitudes. Inserting Eq. (4.14) into the unitarity relations Eq. (4.7) leads to a


































































dq̂′′j A∗kn(p′′;p′)|p′′j =pjFj(p′′;p)Θ(σj − σ
(th)
j )
+ pi δ(ujk − µ2jk)F∗k (p′′;p′)|p′′j =pjFj(p′′;p)|p′′k=p′k(1− δjk),
(C.1)
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Figure C.1: Diagrammatic representation for the isobar-spectator unitarity relation in Eq. (C.1).
where P̂′′?n is the orientation of the isobar associated with spectator n in the intermediate state,
and q̂′′n is the orientation of the first particle in the intermediate isobar in its rest frame. The
terms in the intermediate state have been split up into two groups, diagonal and off-diagonal. The
diagonal terms in Eq. (C.1) (first, third, and fourth line) are terms such that the isobar propagates
in the intermediate state without breaking up. The off-diagonal terms (second, fifth, and sixth line
in Eq. (C.1)) are ones where the isobar breaks up in the intermediate state, and combines with the
spectator to form a new isobar. Figure C.1 shows the diagonal and off-diagonal topologies in the
intermediate state.
The partial wave expansion Eq. (4.15) can be derived by considering the expansion in three















where λj , λ
′
k are defined along the direction of the isobar in the CMF. The expansion removes the
q̂′k and q̂j dependence in the helicity amplitude As′kλ′k;sjλj . Second, the helicity amplitude can be
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k )D(J)Mλj (P̂?j ), (C.4)
where N 2J = (2J + 1)/4pi. Finally, since parity is not a good quantum number in the helicity basis,














`′s′λ = δJJ ′δ``′δss′ . (C.6)
Combining Eqs. (C.3), (C.4), and (C.5) yields the partial wave expansion Eq. (4.15). We apply
the expansion to Eq. (C.1) to obtain the PWIS unitarity relations. The diagonal terms are most
directly evaluated using the orthonormality condition, Eq. (4.13). Since p′′k = p
′
k in the third term,
and p′′j = pj in the fourth term, then the intermediate isobar orientation is identical to that of the
final and initial state isobar, respectively. The integrations over q̂′k and q̂j can be performed by
writing Eq. (4.8) using the spherical harmonic addition theorem.
The off-diagonal terms are more challenging, as they involve two different angles in the inter-
mediate state, thus the rotational functions will not directly integrate out. We can make use of the
group properties of rotations to simplify the intermediate rotational functions to a recoupling coef-
ficient. The off-diagonal terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.1) under the expansion Eq. (4.15)



















where n 6= r, and we combined the terms with γn and the orientation of the isobar to the set of








n is the azimuthal angle of the isobar and β
?
n is the polar angle,
w.r.t. some fixed coordinate system. Note that since we boost along the direction of the isobar to
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go between CMF and IRFs, γn = γ
?
n. The angles R
? are the Euler angles describing the orientation
of the three particles in their CMF. Since these two sets of angles describe the same configuration
of three particles, with the only difference being which particle is the spectator, the angles R?n and
R?r must be related by a rotation.
Each set of angles can be found by rotating from some initial standard configuration. We
define the standard configuration such that the three particle system lies in the xz-plane, where
the spectator momenta is along the negative z-axis, cf. Fig. C.2. Then, the difference in the Euler






where r?nr is the rotation relating the two standard configurations [83, 85]. Here, the rotation is




nr is given in Eq. (A.3). Thus, the rotation is a function
of the invariant masses of the isobars, θ?nr = θ
?
nr(σn, s, σr). Note that the inverse rotation is given
by r?rn = r
?−1
nr .








The integration over the Euler angles in the intermediate state can be performed, leaving one
bX
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<latexit sha1_base64="X0WlPc/lbmwOoG70fLlaCpmXcn8=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jGug9gu9xNtA ppF1OVANK2O2gLAqGtH6MDqemQ45xSq7ETHBcoVrS32O12sZfa28wtRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD4tP3v+4uXa+sarb2k8FgS6JI5icRbgFCLKoSupjOAsEYBZEMFpMKpP/fQKREpjfiInCfQZvuB0QAmW uuX7ybn3XfmpxCI7X6+4VXe2nGLhzYsKmq/W+cbKHz+MyZgBlyTCadrz3ET2FRaSkgiysj9OIcFkhC+gp0uOGaR9NTt05mzqTugMYqF/XDqzbn6HwixNJyzQSYblMLVt2nzIemM5+NhXlCdjCZzcPWgwjhwZO9M34IRUAJHRRB eYCKrP6pAhFphI/Z7Km3uNxtHJUfPL14UHBgKPQGaLvSCOQt0SwOGaxIxhHiq/lSl/eqhgoFqZ1ry1jbVtOzZ2bFtiLLHt0thlVjjNyOjI3ukac23z7i1gyrNxy2zcsm3b2LZtO8Z2bOPGuG03xm5smxib2HZr7Na2vbkRHKk9 G2s5rNlYz2HdxkYOGzbu53DfxoMcHtjYyWGn+JWbOW4WbhpojfUQmM6IhUvbF3s4WC8Er2XW8/r6n4YgaRSCciqeU0gNTWqI5YMZFgzuQvPPdJ9pgB4oAj7rbjMBgWUslE+ZPp+EG6mOWOa//19MwH2sA9OYnmuePcWKRXer+q nqtXcqu7X5gFtFb9Bb9A556APaRYeohbqIoAT9RL/Q79JhiZdk6eouurw03/MaLazSj38YdBU7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X0WlPc/lbmwOoG70fLlaCpmXcn8=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jGug9gu9xNtA ppF1OVANK2O2gLAqGtH6MDqemQ45xSq7ETHBcoVrS32O12sZfa28wtRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD4tP3v+4uXa+sarb2k8FgS6JI5icRbgFCLKoSupjOAsEYBZEMFpMKpP/fQKREpjfiInCfQZvuB0QAmW uuX7ybn3XfmpxCI7X6+4VXe2nGLhzYsKmq/W+cbKHz+MyZgBlyTCadrz3ET2FRaSkgiysj9OIcFkhC+gp0uOGaR9NTt05mzqTugMYqF/XDqzbn6HwixNJyzQSYblMLVt2nzIemM5+NhXlCdjCZzcPWgwjhwZO9M34IRUAJHRRB eYCKrP6pAhFphI/Z7Km3uNxtHJUfPL14UHBgKPQGaLvSCOQt0SwOGaxIxhHiq/lSl/eqhgoFqZ1ry1jbVtOzZ2bFtiLLHt0thlVjjNyOjI3ukac23z7i1gyrNxy2zcsm3b2LZtO8Z2bOPGuG03xm5smxib2HZr7Na2vbkRHKk9 G2s5rNlYz2HdxkYOGzbu53DfxoMcHtjYyWGn+JWbOW4WbhpojfUQmM6IhUvbF3s4WC8Er2XW8/r6n4YgaRSCciqeU0gNTWqI5YMZFgzuQvPPdJ9pgB4oAj7rbjMBgWUslE+ZPp+EG6mOWOa//19MwH2sA9OYnmuePcWKRXer+q nqtXcqu7X5gFtFb9Bb9A556APaRYeohbqIoAT9RL/Q79JhiZdk6eouurw03/MaLazSj38YdBU7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X0WlPc/lbmwOoG70fLlaCpmXcn8=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jGug9gu9xNtA ppF1OVANK2O2gLAqGtH6MDqemQ45xSq7ETHBcoVrS32O12sZfa28wtRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD4tP3v+4uXa+sarb2k8FgS6JI5icRbgFCLKoSupjOAsEYBZEMFpMKpP/fQKREpjfiInCfQZvuB0QAmW uuX7ybn3XfmpxCI7X6+4VXe2nGLhzYsKmq/W+cbKHz+MyZgBlyTCadrz3ET2FRaSkgiysj9OIcFkhC+gp0uOGaR9NTt05mzqTugMYqF/XDqzbn6HwixNJyzQSYblMLVt2nzIemM5+NhXlCdjCZzcPWgwjhwZO9M34IRUAJHRRB eYCKrP6pAhFphI/Z7Km3uNxtHJUfPL14UHBgKPQGaLvSCOQt0SwOGaxIxhHiq/lSl/eqhgoFqZ1ry1jbVtOzZ2bFtiLLHt0thlVjjNyOjI3ukac23z7i1gyrNxy2zcsm3b2LZtO8Z2bOPGuG03xm5smxib2HZr7Na2vbkRHKk9 G2s5rNlYz2HdxkYOGzbu53DfxoMcHtjYyWGn+JWbOW4WbhpojfUQmM6IhUvbF3s4WC8Er2XW8/r6n4YgaRSCciqeU0gNTWqI5YMZFgzuQvPPdJ9pgB4oAj7rbjMBgWUslE+ZPp+EG6mOWOa//19MwH2sA9OYnmuePcWKRXer+q nqtXcqu7X5gFtFb9Bb9A556APaRYeohbqIoAT9RL/Q79JhiZdk6eouurw03/MaLazSj38YdBU7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X0WlPc/lbmwOoG70fLlaCpmXcn8=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jGug9gu9xNtA ppF1OVANK2O2gLAqGtH6MDqemQ45xSq7ETHBcoVrS32O12sZfa28wtRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD4tP3v+4uXa+sarb2k8FgS6JI5icRbgFCLKoSupjOAsEYBZEMFpMKpP/fQKREpjfiInCfQZvuB0QAmW uuX7ybn3XfmpxCI7X6+4VXe2nGLhzYsKmq/W+cbKHz+MyZgBlyTCadrz3ET2FRaSkgiysj9OIcFkhC+gp0uOGaR9NTt05mzqTugMYqF/XDqzbn6HwixNJyzQSYblMLVt2nzIemM5+NhXlCdjCZzcPWgwjhwZO9M34IRUAJHRRB eYCKrP6pAhFphI/Z7Km3uNxtHJUfPL14UHBgKPQGaLvSCOQt0SwOGaxIxhHiq/lSl/eqhgoFqZ1ry1jbVtOzZ2bFtiLLHt0thlVjjNyOjI3ukac23z7i1gyrNxy2zcsm3b2LZtO8Z2bOPGuG03xm5smxib2HZr7Na2vbkRHKk9 G2s5rNlYz2HdxkYOGzbu53DfxoMcHtjYyWGn+JWbOW4WbhpojfUQmM6IhUvbF3s4WC8Er2XW8/r6n4YgaRSCciqeU0gNTWqI5YMZFgzuQvPPdJ9pgB4oAj7rbjMBgWUslE+ZPp+EG6mOWOa//19MwH2sA9OYnmuePcWKRXer+q nqtXcqu7X5gFtFb9Bb9A556APaRYeohbqIoAT9RL/Q79JhiZdk6eouurw03/MaLazSj38YdBU7</latexit>
p?2
<latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5gaxmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWo W0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhvsdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIs dcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/vhhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUptmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNN UFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZYi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2Vm3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjV bWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJaxUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5V PFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5gaxmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWo W0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhvsdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIs dcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/vhhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUptmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNN UFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZYi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2Vm3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjV bWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJaxUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5V PFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5gaxmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWo W0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhvsdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIs dcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/vhhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUptmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNN UFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZYi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2Vm3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjV bWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJaxUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5V PFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5gaxmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWo W0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhvsdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIs dcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/vhhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUptmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNN UFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZYi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2Vm3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjV bWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJaxUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5V PFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit>
p?2
<latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5ga xmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWoW0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhv sdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ 09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIsdcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/v hhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUp tmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNNUFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZ Yi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2V m3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjVbWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57 hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJa xUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5VPFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h 36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5ga xmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWoW0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhv sdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ 09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIsdcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/v hhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUp tmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNNUFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZ Yi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2V m3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjVbWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57 hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJa xUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5VPFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h 36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5ga xmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWoW0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhv sdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ 09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIsdcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/v hhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUp tmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNNUFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZ Yi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2V m3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjVbWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57 hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJa xUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5VPFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h 36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cxz3GNmvYlXSGWXNCb5ga xmDKfo=">AAAFxXicddTdTtswFAdww+jG2AewXe4mWoW0i6lKSqVtd/QDBEJbS0cHUtMhxzmlVmMnOC5QrGhv sdvtYi+1t5kLRU4dZqnq0fn9rdiJdIIkoql03b9Ly49WSo+frD5de/b8xcv1jc1X39J4Igj0SBzF4jTAKUSUQ 09SGcFpIgCzIIKTYNyc+ckliJTG/FhOExgwfM7pkBIsdcv3k7Pqd+WnEovsbKPsVtzb5RQLb16U0Xx1zjZX/v hhTCYMuCQRTtO+5yZyoLCQlESQrfmTFBJMxvgc+rrkmEE6ULeHzpwt3QmdYSz0j0vntpvfoTBL0ykLdJJhOUp tmzUfsv5EDj8OFOXJRAIndw8aTiJHxs7sDTghFUBkNNUFJoLqszpkhAUmUr+nta16q3VwfND+8nXhgYHAY5DZ Yi+Io1C3BHC4IjFjmIfK72TKnx0qGKpOpjVvR8aObDs0dmhbYiyx7cLYRVY4zdjo2N7pGnNt8+4tYMqzsWo2V m3bNrZtW81YzTZujNt2bezatqmxqW03xm5sq8+N4EjVbWzksGFjM4dNG1s5bNm4m8NdG/dyuGdjN4fd4ldu57 hduGmgNdZDYDYjFi5tX+zhYLMQvJJZ3xvofxqCpFEIyil7TiE1MqkRlg9mWDC8C80/032mBXqgCPisu+0EBJa xUD5l+nwSrqU6YJn//n8xAfexLsxieq559hQrFr1q5VPFO6qVdxrzAbeK3qC36B3y0Ae0g/ZRB/UQQQn6iX6h 36X9Ei/J0uVddHlpvuc1WlilH/8AHdIVPA==</latexit>
p?3
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(a) (b)
Figure C.2: The standard configurations considering (a) particle 1 as the spectator and (b) particle
3 as the spectator.
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Since the angle χ can be written in terms of the invariant masses of the isobars, it is advantages
































|q′′n||p′′?n | d cosχ′′n, (C.12)
to rewrite Eq. (C.2). The Dalitz region is bounded by σ
(th)
n ≤ σ′′n ≤ (
√
s−mn)2 and σ(−)r ≤ σ′′r ≤
σ
(+)




r (σ′′n) is found by the physical boundary cosχ
′′
n = ±1, e.g. for n = 1 and






















The last piece needed is the partial wave projection of the OPE term. To evaluate the partial
wave projection, we write the delta-function as
δ(ujk − µ2jk) =
1
2|p′?k ||p?j |
δ(z?kj − zkj), (C.14)
where zkj is defined in Eq. (5.18). Then, the completeness relation for the delta-function allows us
to write Eq. (C.14) as































D(J) ∗Mλ′ (P̂′?k )D(J)Mλ(P̂?j ). (C.16)
Finally, the 2→ 2 amplitudes are written using Eq. (4.8)
F ∗kFj = f
∗
s′k






















where q¯j is the momentum of the first particle in the final state in the IRFj , and q¯
′
k is the






j = pj , then
the azimuthal angles are identical, γ′k = γj . The helicity angles of the first particle in the opposite
frames are defined as χj and χ
′





χj = χ′k since the intermediate spectator is aligned for the OPE and the IRFs merely differ by the
rotation about z.
Combining all of this together yields the PWIS unitarity relations,
p002
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k, s, σj)(1− δjk)Θ(1− |zkj |2),
(C.18)
where the recoupling coefficients are defined in Eq. (4.19). Notice that the first, third, and
fourth term involve direct channel exchanges in the intermediate state, while the others involve
rescattering between cross channels.
Finally, we introduce the amputated amplitude A˜J`′ks′k;`jsj , defined in Eq. (4.18). The amputa-
tion eliminates the unitarity cut from the 2 → 2 amplitude in the two particle subsystem in the




























The amputation removes the contribution from the isobar amplitude unitarity cut using Eq. (4.9),
leaving only rescattering corrections to the isobar shape. We then arrive at the amputated PWIS
unitarity relations Eq. (4.19).
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Appendix D
THE B-MATRIX AND UNITARITY
In this appendix, we demonstrate that the B-matrix parameterization satisfies the unitarity rela-
tions Eq. (4.19), specifically for A˜13. Recall that the B-matrix parameterization for A˜13 is
A˜13(s) = B˜13(s) + B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜33(s), (D.1)
which has an imaginary part
Im A˜13(s) = Im B˜13(s)
+ Im B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s) Im τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s)τ∗3 (s) Im A˜33(s).
(D.2)
From Eqs. (5.4) and (4.9),
Im τn(s, σn) = ρ3(s, σn)ρ2(σn)|fsn(σn)|2, (D.3)
and since R˜kj is real, Im B˜kj = Im E˜kj , which is known from projecting Eq. (5.6) into partial waves.
The imaginary part of A˜33 is found by using Eq. (5.12b),
Im A˜33(s) = Im [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s)
+ [1−K∗33(s)τ∗3 (s)]−1 ImK33(s),
(D.4)
where the kernel K33(s) = B˜31(s)τ1(s)B˜13(s) . The imaginary part of [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1 is found
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= ImA−1A+A∗−1 ImA = 0, giving




with Im [K33(s)τ3(s)] = ImK33(s)τ3(s) +K∗33(s) Im τ3(s). Combining Eqs. (D.2), (D.4), and (D.5)
give
Im A˜13(s) = Im B˜13(s)
+ Im B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s) Im τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s)τ∗3 (s) [1−K∗33(s)τ∗3 (s)]−1 ImK33(s)τ3(s) [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s)τ∗3 (s) [1−K∗33(s)τ∗3 (s)]−1K∗33(s) Im τ3(s) [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s)τ∗3 [1−K∗33(s)τ∗3 (s)]−1 ImK33(s).
(D.6)
The imaginary part of the kernel is
ImK33(s) = Im B˜31(s)τ1(s)B˜13(s)
+ B˜∗31(s) Im τ1(s)B˜13(s)
+ B˜∗31(s)τ∗1 (s) Im B˜13(s).
(D.7)
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We use Eq. (5.15) to shift the last three lines of Eq. (D.6) in terms K11 = B˜13(s)τ3(s)B˜31(s),
Im A˜13(s) = Im B˜13(s)
+ Im B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s) Im τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ [1−K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s)]−1 B˜∗13(s)τ∗3 Im B˜31(s)τ1(s)B˜13(s)τ3(s) [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s)
+ [1−K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s)]−1K∗11(s) Im τ1(s)B˜13(s)τ3(s) [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s)
+ [1−K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s)]−1K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s) Im B˜13(s)τ3(s) [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s)
+ B˜∗13(s)τ∗3 (s) [1−K∗33(s)τ∗3 (s)]−1K∗33(s) Im τ3(s) [1−K33(s)τ3(s)]−1K33(s)
+ [1−K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s)]−1 B˜∗13(s)τ∗3 (s) Im B˜31(s)τ1(s)B˜13(s)
+ [1−K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s)]−1K∗11(s) Im τ1(s)B˜13(s)
+ [1−K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s)]−1K∗11(s)τ∗1 (s) Im B˜13(s).
(D.8)
Grouping common terms in Im τn and Im B˜kj , and identifying the forms of the amplitudes from
Sec. ??, yields
Im A˜13(s) = Im B˜13(s)
+ Im B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ A˜∗11(s)τ∗1 (s) Im B˜13(s)
+ A˜∗13(s) Im τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ A˜∗11(s) Im τ1(s)A˜13(s)
+ A˜∗11(s)τ∗1 (s) Im B˜13(s)τ3(s)A˜33(s)
+ A˜∗13(s)τ∗3 (s) Im B˜31(s)τ1(s)A˜13(s).
(D.9)
Substituting for the imaginary parts of τn and B˜kj gives the PWIS unitarity relation for A˜13. The
unitarity relations for the other amplitudes can be found in a similar manner.
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Figure E.1: The triangle diagram with loop momentum labels.
Appendix E
THE FEYNMAN TRIANGLE DIAGRAM
For reference, we state the basic formulae for computing the Feynman triangle diagram, cf.
Ref. [74]. The perturbative Feynman diagram has the form







shown in Fig. E.1, where the denominator is the product of internal propagators,
D1D2D3 =
[
k2 − µ2jk + i
]
× [(k + P1)2 −m23 + i]
× [(k − p1)2 −M2 + i] .
(E.2)
Using the Feynman parameterization and standard loop integration techniques, the Feynman
diagram has the form







dα2 F (s;α1, α2), (E.3)
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where
F−1(s;α1, α2) = M2α1 +m23α2 + µ
2(1− α1 − α2)
+m21α1(α1 − 1) + σ1α2(α2 − 1)
− (s− σ1 −m21)α1α2 − i.
(E.4)
The remaining integrals over the Feynman parameters can be computed either numerically, or by
analytically performing the integral over α2, then numerically computing the remaining integral
over α1.
Alternatively, the Feynman triangle can be written with a dispersive representation in s using







s′ − s− i , (E.5)
where ΓT is the path from the threshold (M +m3)
2 to ∞, ρ3(s,M2) is given by Eq. (5.5), E˜13 is
given by Eq. (5.17), and the S-wave amplitudes are normalized according to Eq. (4.15). The phase
space contributes branch point singularities from the threshold and pseudothreshold, (M ±m3)2,
and a pole at s = 0. The OPE has branch points s = s
(±)
31 near the integration region. Following
the discussion in Section 5.2.1, the OPE branch points give us the following scenarios:
(a) M2 ≥ σ(b)3 . The RPE branch points pinch the integration region which starts at s = (M+m3)2.
Figure E.2(a) shows the integrand branch cuts and the dispersive contour. The RPE branch
point s
(−)
31 lie in the unphysical sheet close to threshold, causing the known as the triangle
singularity [86,94,95,98]. The triangle singularity produces an extra threshold in the physical
region above the threshold s = (M +m3)
2, and is associated with real particle exchange in the
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Figure E.2: Contours for dispersive triangle Eq. (5.29) shown in red, and the integrand cuts. The
three cases are (a) M2 ≥ σ(b)3 , (b) σ(a)3 ≤ M2 ≤ σ(b)3 , and (c) σ(th)3 ≤ M2 ≤ σ(a)3 . Case (a)
corresponds to the usual triangle singularity, which occurs since the OPE branch points pinch the
integration region. Case (c) happens when the initial state of the OPE has a higher threshold then
the intermediate state. The blue region indicates the physical region from the initial threshold.
Note that a triangle singularity does not occur in this case and the integration is not pinched.
(b) σ
(a)
3 ≤ M2 ≤ σ′(b)3 . The RPE branch points are both above the real axis, and cause no
additional singular behavior. Figure E.2(b) illustrates this case.
(c) σ
(th)
3 ≤ M2 ≤ σ(a)3 . The RPE branch points are again on opposite sides of the real axis.
However, the integration region begins below the location where the RPE cut crosses the real
axis. This is due to the fact that the initial state has a higher threshold then the intermediate
120
state, so the physical region is above the RPE crossing location. This is illustrated in Fig. E.2
where the blue region indicates the physical region starting at the initial state threshold, and
the integration contour is a path around the RPE branch point s
(−)
31 . No singularity occurs in
this region as the RPE branch points do not pinch the integration region.
Notice that in contrast to the B-matrix triangle, Eq. (5.27), the dispersive triangle moves all the
singularities from the phase space and OPE to the unphysical sheet. Thus, the only singularity
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